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Cover: Hazel Hannell, American b. 1895. Woodland Floor,
n .d., block print, black ink, 4 x 5-15116 inches. Collection
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Tree, n.d. , block print, black ink, 5 6 6 inches. Collection
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"Two Lives in Art: Hazel and Vin Hannell" retrospective exhibit.
Artists Hazel and Vin married in 1923, pursued their arts in
Chicago till 1929, then resettled in Porter County, Indiana They
made their living here as artists in several media. After Vin 's
death in 1964, Hazel continued active in this community, and
remains a prolific artist in Oregon even today.
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INLUCETUA
"Bold, cautious, true, and my loving comrade''
No shortage, these days, of people telling us what
'we' as a people want or do or believe. This morning I
heard that 'we' do not want to invade Haiti. But such is
the level of buying and selling in our society that even the
most weighty of policy decisions has the tone of the marketplace. The people aren't buying it, said one commentator, speaking of the decision (at this moment of writing
still uncertain) to send in troops. I guess you get what you
pay for, and we have bought the notion that what sells
must be right, so if it isn't selling it must not be right. The
editorial 'we' can't imagine what would be right to do in
Haiti. But lying behind that conundrum is the greater,
and persistently baffling one of just who 'we' are.
My family, like many, has a Civil War legend. One of
my great, great grandfathers was killed at Chickamauga,
"fighting for Virginia," my grandmother used to say, with a
somewhat romantic tone, though she herself was born and
bred in Toledo. The legend never says any more about
him than that fact, and his name, Charleton Garrettson
Smythe. But the other part of the story is that his wife,
fleeing destruction northward in the compnay of a slave,
gave birth to twins. When she and one of the twins died,
the slave took the remaining baby to Philadelphia and
turned him over to a Quaker family there, where he was
raised. He was given his father's name, and he was my
mother's grandfather.
I'm hesitant to claim any more for this tale than that
it is legend. But this summer's travels took us to Atlanta,
and when we noted that the route we had chosen went
right past the battlefield at Chickamauga, my husband and
I decided to make a visit. We stopped at the visitors' center, saw the obligatory film, talked to a Park Service ranger
about the list of casualties. I don't know why it had not
occurred to me that soldiers who fought on the Southern
side would not be buried in the same place with those
from the federal army, but I now know better.
Chickamauga, rolling over and through the hills and fields
of a gentle Tennessee landscape, is covered with monuments from the states which had militia in the battle, but is
not itself a burial place, as Gettysburg is. The Union dead
were buried in Chattanooga; the Confederates at Marietta,
Georgia. Neither list had a C. G. Smythe.
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For several hours, on a peaceful hot day in July, Bill
and I walked the battlefield. With a large map, we climbed
the hill following the movements of the three units from
Virginia, who had seen most of their action there. Moving
from marker to marker, we could trace the route of the
Union troops up the hill, where, near the summit, the
markers of the Virginian Trigg's Brigade and Kelly's
Brigade and Jeffries Battery quietly described the action of
the long-finished battle. Though there was a lot of visitor
traffic on the lower roads, up here on the top it was very
still. You were conscious of the buzz of insects, and the
sun's heat, and, quite amazingly, the presence of all those
American men from the past. Like Whitman, whose
refrain I have quoted as a title, I wanted to claim them as
comrades.
All of that struggle and grief and anguish to try to
establish who we were, what it meant to try to act as a people. Part of the 'we' that, listening to the pundits, is apparently coming apart again, this time not in regions but split
more and more deeply on lines of ideology, race, and class.
Some people have criticized a book like William Bennett's
current collection of old moral tales as a desperate attempt
to impose a set of standards from an elite. But though tactics to recover a 'we' based on a consensus about values
look puny and even misguided, one has to sympathize with
a desire to strengthen the concept of union in what looks
more and more like a centrifugal culture of competing separate interests.
If multiculturalism is to do anything for us, other
than provide us with another set of markets or picturesque
new commodities, perhaps we will have to learn to recognize in that multiplicity a set of old and common values in
the unfamiliar stories now being told in this nation. We
need a book like Bennett's which gives us the Puerto Rican
story of courage to set alongside "Horatio at the Bridge,"
and a piece of Yoruba wisdom about curbing the tongue, a
Taiwanese proverb encouraging generosity. Some such
effort must be made if we are not to leave behind us another set of battlefields for summer wanderers.
Peace,

GME
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On This Warm Midsummer Day
For Eddie Linden and Nina Alferova

On this warm midsummer day
Wind is speaking with the leaves.
And the wave curls on the sand
In the distance of the eyes.
And the knotted Gaelic sound
In the stave of words is tuned.
We shall to our childhood go
Which we left behind the sea.
To our question we shall find
A miraculous reply.
And our hands we'll smoothly pass
Down the bark warmed by the sun.

Eugene Dubnov
Translated from Russian l7y Chris Newman with the author
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DIXIES, YAMS, AND SHREVES: WHY THE
ZEITGEIST HAS MOVED TO THE SOUTH
Paul Harvey

People magazine, that indispensable source for vital
information on Americana, has sniffed out the zeitgeist. In
a recent page about celebrity doings, the magazine sums
up much about where American culture is heading:
Donna Summer, the '70s disco diva who recently
signed a long-term contract with Mercury Records,
hopes soon to have more in common with the Judds
than with the Bee Gees. "I'm a country girl at
heart," says Summer, 45, who is selling her L.A. ranch
and looking for a farm in Nashville. "A lot of people I
know are relocating to Nashville-Music Row is one
street where there's a real sense of community in the
business, not a vicious competition." And Summer
intends to be more than just a resident of Nashville;
she's writing country and western songs she hopes to
perform. "I'm not just jumping on the country
bandwagon," she says. "I'm getting older now, and I
want to be heard, notjust danced to."
The line "I want to be heard, not just danced to"
takes on a special significance for those familiar with
Summer's musical history. After appearing on the
"Midnight Special" television show in the early 1970s and

Paul Harvey is a Lilly Fellow for 1993-95, in the Lilly Fellows
Program in Humanities and the Arts, located at VU and funded
by Lilly Endowment, Inc. He teaches at VU in the Department of
Histcrry and in Christ College. A recent graduate of University of
California at Berkeley, where his work focused on religious
experience in Baptist churches of the South, he has also taught at
Colorado College. A slightly different version of this article was
delivered as a lecture at a Christ College Symposium in the spring
of 1994.
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writhing in what were (reputedly) multiple orgasms to her
hit song "Love to Love You Baby," she put out a string of
disco hits and then faded into obscurity. In an attempt to
resurrect her career, she is now gravitating towards the new
center of musical power in the nation: Nashville,
Tennessee.
The zeitgeist, spotted in San Francisco in 1967, in
New York during the yuppie 1980s, and most recently in
Seattle, has now moved to the South. It might be said that
it has taken up double residence in Nashville and in
Atlanta. What explains the surge of national interest, most
especially in the literature and popular culture of the
South? There are some obvious social and economic
reasons for this. The Sunbelt phenomenon has been with
us for over two decades now. The South, as nearly
everyone knows, is growing rapidly (at least some parts of
the South are) and pulling people, money, and interest its
way. In America, the zeitgeist follows money.
But the South's central place in American popular
culture at this time cannot be reduced to Sunbelt
boosterism. After the 1980s, Americans (especially the
dominant market group of Americans, those aged thirtyfive to fifty-five) are now responding again to the language
of community, witnessed most evidently in the response to
Clinton's call for a "new covenant." The baby-boomers are
having children (creating the so-called "baby boomlet"),
returning to church in great numbers, and (not
coincidentally) finding in country music (especially
"suburban country") a musical expression of their
increasingly conservative tastes. One woman who works in
the booming country music industry put it this way: ''You
hear a lot about people going back to churches. People
5

are having kids. Country music reflects their life. As a
society, people are grasping for something that's safer
because everything else is so nuts." The American quest
for "community," a vision around since the Puritans, has
currently fixated on the South for reasons having to do
with an image of the region conjured up from music,
folklore, and movies. The American obsession with Dixie
comes from envisioning the region as one which values
community, family, and roots. This image meets the needs
of those seeking communal values and traditions wherever
they can find them, even if they have to imagine them in
the same places where, a generation prior to this one,
white gunmen shot down civil. rights protestors on lonely
highways and police dogs menaced black children.
Southerners themselves, especially in booming urban
areas such as Nashville and Atlanta, have wholeheartedly
embraced the ethic of American boosterism. Southern
politicians and regional promoters in recent years have
boasted of the region's entrance into the "American
mainstream" even as Americans have "discovered" in the
South an exotic alternative to mainstream modern life. As
Americans strive to be "southerners," regional boosters
would be content to continue dancing to the American
illusion of never-ending progress and growth.
Recently the New York Times devoted a full-page
spread on Nashville. The city is booming, has an attractive
business climate which sucks in corporations from the East
and West Coasts, and enjoys a diversified economy strong
in publishing, insurance, and tourism. The end of the
piece noted the move of Jay Mcinerney to Nashville, a
writer best known for Bright Lights, Big City, a classic
exploration of eighties intellectual yuppiedom in
Manhattan. Mcinerney is reputedly "sniffing out the
cultural aromas" of Nashville. "The zeitgeist seems to be
heading in that direction," he says (NY Times, "Boom" ) .
More than just the zeitgeist is moving to the South.
Both white people and black people are moving to the
South. Since 1970, more African-Americans have moved in
from other regions of the country to the South than out of
the region. Historically, African-Americans in this country
have moved from South to North and West. During the
Great Migration of 1916-1930, for example, over one
million blacks left the South. One million AfricanAmericans fled Mississippi from 1915 to 1965, a figure
approximately equivalent to the entire black population of
the state in 1900. But since the 1970s the trend has
reversed. Thousands of African-Americans are joining
northern whites in fleeing the decaying rustbelt cities and
moving to cities of greater opportunity. From 1985 to
1990, moreover, over 191,000 African-Americans left the
New York City area and nearly 70,000 black people fled
Chicagoland; meanwhile, Atlanta gained nearly 75,000
6

black residents, Norfolk claimed an in-migration of 29,000
blacks. Washington, D.C., Raleigh-Durham, North
Carolina, and the Dallas-Ft. Worth area round out the list
of top five places for black migration. Of the top five spots
for black out-migration, New Orleans is the only southern
city on the list, and its out-migration is a pittance compared
to New York and Chicago (McMillen, passim.).
And hundreds of thousands of white people are
making the same move. According to the historian
Jacqueline Jones in her book The Dispossessed: America's
Underclasses from the Civil War to the Present, eight million
people have moved out of the South in the twentieth
century. Of this number, slightly more than half were
white. There was, in other words, a "great migration" for
whites as well as for blacks from 1900 to 1970. But this
migration, too, has reversed course. The reasons for this
new pattern are readily apparent in national economic
statistics. In the first quarter of 1993, one-third of all jobs
created nationwide were in an eight-state region of the
South. The Southeast has gained 23,000 jobs in the past
two years, while the Northeast and West Coast lost 450,000
jobs in that same period. Atlanta, Georgia led the nation
in job growth in 1993 Qones; Tribune).
In the world of sports, too, one sees the meshing of
the southern zeitgeist and America Inc. Charlotte has just
been awarded the next expansion franchise for the
National Football League for a team to be called the
Carolina Panthers. A second franchise, the Jacksonville
Jaguars, will begin play the year after next. The nicknames
resemble others common in the region such as the
Clemson Tigers or the North Carolina Tar Heels, all
suggesting fierce southern intransigence and fighting
spirit. Yet a New York Times reporter suggested that the
Charlotte franchise could just as easily be called the
"Carolina Post-Regional Urban Configuration," precisely
because the NFL awarded the franchise not so much to
Charlotte per se as to the Charlotte region and
surrounding areas, including the Research Triangle. 'With
sports as much dollars and demographics as muscle and
mud," the Times noted, "Charlotte's victory over better
known cities like Baltimore and St. Louis is a revealing
window onto a nation whose center of gravity is moving
South and whose old notions of what a city is are often as
out of date as a leather helmet" (NY Times, "Pro").
It is true that even the biggest boosters of Charlotte
can be wryly skeptical of the amusements offered by their
cities. As David Goldfield, a well-known history professor at
the University of North Carolina in Charlotte, commented,
"Some people say New York is a city that never sleeps.
Charlotte may be a city that never wakes. But it's a nice
place to live." Americans are increasingly attracted to
precisely that quality.
The Cresset

The rising southern franchises in the National
Football League and the National Basketball Association
also match the move of the zeitgeist. The Dallas Cowboys
have crushed the Buffalo Bills in the last two Super Bowls.
Their current star at the glamour position, quarterback
Troy Aikman, hawks LA Gear sports equipment with the
catch phrase, "Get real ," enunciated in his distinctive
Oklahoma twang. "Get real" stands in distinct contrast to
the glitzy sneakers commercials of the 1980s and represents
a vague attempt to connect with a "back-to-the-basics"
moveii}ent, another trend which has drawn interest to all
things southern.
Corporations and sports franchises are responding to
the economic boom of the South. But more intangible
reasons underlie the current fascination with all things
Southern. They are reasons having little to do with the
reality of the South and more to do with an imagined
family and community thought to be present there.
Musical rages reflect the zeitgeist. Country music is
the fastest growing genre measured by record sales, concert
attendance, and a more vaguely defined "public interest."
In 1988 the industry grossed 245 million in record.sales; by
1992, that figure soared to 1.5 billion. 2,200 radio stations
nationwide carry the country format, more than any other
genre. The ubiquitous Garth Brooks earned this year's
ranking as the number one entertainer in terms of records
sold and revenues produced. Country, of course, has
always been identified with nostalgia and "traditional
values" (an identification which, as we shall see, is a
considerable distortion of the history of country music
lyrics). Country has captured the hearts of the same babyboomers who once sang along to the anthems of sixties
rock which celebrated youth and excess.
The country music industry has skillfully marketed its
products (such as the persona of Brooks) to baby-boomer
age women, who represent the fastest growing entrant into
the consumer market for CDs and tapes. Singers such as
Trisha Yearwood have been especially effective in finding
this niche. When Yearwood, in "Wrong Side of Memphis,"
sings of how "these cowboy boots are getting kind of
restless" and of how she has "had this dream from a tender
age/hearing my name from the Opry stage/ 1 can hear it
singing loud and clear /Two hundred miles and I'll be
there," she sings not only of her personal dreams for
success. She also speaks to a generation of female babyboomers who went through the liberation of the 1960s and
1970s but who currently have felt the call of family and
community. One could also speculate on the central
image of ''Wrong Side of Memphis," that of moving from
an identifiably "black" to an identifiably "white" city.
Nashville signifies "traditional values" in a way which
Memphis has never done. One thinks also of the
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phenomenal success of places such as Opryland in
Nashville in attracting a broad segment of the American
middle class from across the country. Even more startling
is the rise of Branson, Missouri, the small town which has in
just a few years become the third largest tourist attraction
in the country, mostly by offering "family-style country
entertainment," that is, honky tonk music without having
to go to actual honky tonks themselves.
The steadily growing interest in country music can be
traced to the 1970s. The "southern rock" bands of that
decade explicitly drew on country themes in appealing to
the same audience which listened to the Who and the
Stones. The best-known song of this genre undoubtedly
was "Sweet Home Alabama," which (in response to
Canadian-born singer Neil Young's scathing denunciation
of "Southern Men") expressed the sentiment of longing for
the sunny Southland ("Sweet Home Alabama/Lord I'm
coming home to you") and dispensed with "white guilt"
about the events of the 1960s. Meanwhile, Willie Nelson
and friends in Austin created a new form of "roots" country
which captured the imagination of a generation of
listeners, while Emmylou Harris almost singlehandedly
created a new role for women as leaders of authentic
country bands. White southern musicians were also
successful outside of country music. In the 1980s, Athens,
Georgia, emerged as one of the primary breeding grounds
for college rock bands such as REM and the B-52s, while
Cajun bands such as Beausoleil attracted large crowds on
the folk circuit.
Interest in African-American blues, especially the
Mississippi Delta blues, has also peaked in the last few
years. The huge blues festivals in Chicago, San Francisco,
and other cities have helped to draw a largely white
audience to music that is distinctively "black." The theme
of "crossroads," resurrected in the 1960s by white rock
musicians such as Eric Clapton, has been deeply burned
into American consciousness. "I went down to the
crossroads, fell down on my knees" is now one of the bestknown lines in American song lyrics. The success of the
CD boxed sets of bluesman Robert johnson, now regarded
as one of the most influential musicians in the twentieth
century, has ensured renewed interest in the origins of
country blues. This has been furthered by the widespread
interest in the recently re-released recordings done by
folklorist Alan Lomax in the 1940s and 1950s and the fourCD set of country, folk, and blues recordings done on site
by Columbia records from 1925 to 1950. Each summer,
legions of academics, musicians, and free-lancers descend
on Memphis and Mississippi on pilgrimages of both
academic and intensely personal interest. In nightclubs,
the creator of the Hard Rock Cafe, Isaac Tigrett, has
started a new chain of establishments, named 'The House
7

of Blues." The son of wealthy landowners in rural
Tennessee, Tigrett hopes to capitalize on the growing
yuppie appetite for country and urban blues. The
inaugural franchise, which opened in Harvard Square in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, has been a huge success; the
second franchise in New Orleans has been written up
widely.
Musicians from around the country regularly make
pilgrimages to the South to connect with what they
perceive to be the "roots" of American music. Paul
Simon's 1988 album Graceland proved to be both a critical
and a popular success. Simon sings of the Mississippi Delta
as "shining like a National guitar," and delights in the fact
that, "For reasons I cannot explain/ There's some part of
me wants to go to Grace land." He feels that "There's
reason to believe, we shall all be received/ At Graceland."
Through his imagery of Delta music, Simon speaks to a
search for the communal value of music-making in a
region known for its talented folk artists. And Simon
speaks to the same yearning for community mentioned
prominently by figures as diverse as Donna Summer, Bill
Clinton (in his talk of a "new covenant), and Robert Bellah
(the Berkeley sociologist and primary author of the
important book Habits of the Heart, a searching exploration
of Americans' tentative and inevitably failed search for
community).
In looking at the popularity of southern musical
forms, though, the irony of this search for community
quickly becomes apparent. Much of southern popular
culture, particularly since the 1930s, concerns moving away
from the farm, the cotton fields, the coal mines or the
small town and to someplace larger, better, more attuned
to individual freedom. This "someplace else" has often
been out of the South altogether. In "The Beverly
Hillbillies," after Jed struck oil while hunting food for his
family, his kinfolk told Jed to "move away from there"; it
was obvious to them that "California is the place you ought
to be." So Jed "loaded up the truck and moved to Beverly,"
as did the Okies and Arkies of the Dust Bowl era.
It will come as no surprise that black music, more
consistently than white, has celebrated movement and
freedom, and has been less inclined to wax nostalgic about
the "old home place." Muddy Waters sang hauntingly of
"going down to Louisiana, baby behind the sun," but
added in the third line "you know I just found out, my
trouble just begun." Celebrations of movement in
southern black music are generally suffused with images of
trouble pushing one to "get in that old Greyhound bus and
ride." Robert Johnson sang of his despair at not being able
to "flag a ride" while at the Crossroads: "Went down to the
crossroads, tried to flag a ride/went down to the
crossroads, tried to flag a ride/ Ain't nobody see me,
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everybody pass me by." Later he dreads the "dark" which
he fears will "catch me here." One can also point to the
numerous train references in black music (as in white), the
train (and sometimes the Greyhound bus) representing
the opportunity to go somewhere, anywhere else, perhaps
for opportunity, just as often simply to experience the
sensation of movement and freedom. "Got to keep
moving, got to keep moving/ Blues falling down like hail,
blues falling down like hail," Robert Johnson sang. And
Muddy Waters could only keep track of his loves through a
"long distance call."
Country and bluegrass are forms often said to
romanticize the pastoral life of the rural South. While this
has often been true, the equal emphasis placed on
movement and freedom, particularly in more recent
country and bluegrass, should be stressed. Bill Monroe,
the founder of bluegrass music, certainly composed a
number of paeans about "Going Back to Old Kentucky,"
but he also repeatedly returned to the freedom provided
by train travel and movement of any kind. Traveling may
have its costs, he acknowledged in classic tunes such as
"Mighty Dark for Me to Travel," but the journey still had to
be taken. As Willie Nelson sang on his most recent album,
"I can be moving or I can be still/But still is still moving to
me/Still is still moving to me." Individual freedom in these
lyrics takes on a life of its own, resigning the singer to the
fate of permanent restlessness. In more recent bluegrass,
Alison Krauss sings movingly of the costs, and the freedom,
of movement:
It's not the first time, I've found myself alone at
dawn,
And if I've really had you once, I'll have you even
when I'm gone.
Whistle blowing, blowing lonesome in my mind,
Calling me along that never-ending double line
Steel rails, chasing sunshine round the bend
Winding through the trees like a ribbon in the
wind
I don't mind, not knowing what lies down the
track,
Cause I'm looking out ahead to keep my mind
from turning back.
These contradictory feelings about the warm
community at home and the impulsive desire for freedom
and movement have always been at war in country and
bluegrass. In recent years the romanticization of the "old
home place" has waned as musicians take more readily to
tales of the individual quest. A transitional song in this
regard is "Coal Miner's Daughter," which catapulted
Loretta Lynn to national fame. Lynn sings of her close-knit
The Cresset

family life, where "the work we done was hard/ At night
we'd sleep, cause we were tired." But the moral of the song
is contingent upon being able to look at this· girlhood from
the comfortable setting of Nashville. She fondly
remembers incidents from her girlhood using a thoroughly
homogenized studio country band for backup music, and
with a note of triumph in her final verse:
Well, a lot of things have changed since way back
then
But it sure is good to be back home again.
Nothing left except the floor,
Nothing lives here anymore,
Except the memories of a coal miner's daughter.
Iris Dement provides another version of this same wistful
but ultimately satisfied view of one's rustic past. She grew
up in the Pentecostal church in the hills of Arkansas and
recently has made a big name for herself on the folk music
circuit. Her version of "Our Town" recounts the singer's
visit to the small community in which she grew up before
she left for the larger life of the city:
Can't you see the sun's setting fast,
and just like they say nothing good ever lasts.
Go on now and kiss it goodbye, but hold on to
your love cause your heart's bound to die
Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our
town
Can't you see the sun's setting fast on our town, on
our town, good night.
Despite the mournful sound of the song, the message is
clear: contrary to what William Faulkner once wrote ("the
past is not dead, it's not even past"), in contemporary
southern popular culture the past is dead. In the genre of
"suburban country," Alabama's immensely popular cut
"Song of the South" announces proudly what Iris Dement
sang ofwith melancholy, the death of the southern past:
Mama got sick and Daddy got down,
The county took the farm and we moved to town.
But Daddy got a job with the TVA,
He bought a washing m(l.chine and a Chevrolet,
singing,
Song, song of the South
Sweet potato pie and shut my mouth,
Gone, gone with the wind
Ain't nobody looking back again.
In movies, as well, southern heroes are often those
who take to the road. Clint Eastwood's recent film, Perfect
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World, is an interesting re-examination of the "road movie"
genre, with Kevin Costner playing a southern villain who
escapes from jail, kidnaps a boy, and begins a journey of
self-exploration together with the boy as they flee the law.
An even more striking example of this point is Thelma and
Louise. This movie celebrates the heroines' escape from
their stifling lives as southern working women and
housewives (with neanderthals for husbands) even as it
follows their tragic (but strangely uplifting) path to
ultimate suicide. In one early scene, after Thelma and
Louise have escaped town for a rare illicit thrill-freedom
of movement without the encumbrances of jobs and
husbands-Louise expresses her surprise at Thelma's
ordering a stiff drink at a honky-tonk and flirting with an
interested male who passes by. Thelma was usually, Louise
says, so "sedate." Thelma responds, "Sedate! I've had it up
to my ass with sedate. You said you and me's going out of
town and just really letting our hair down. Well, darling,
look out, cause my hair is coming down!"
But Thelma and Louise, as have so many heroes and
heroines in southern popular culture before them, pay a
price for this freedom. For them, it was suicide or return to
empty lives. For legions of country musicians, it was the
feeling later, that their experience of individual freedom
came at the price of a community they forsook and now
yearned for. For Hank Williams, Jr., the dues to pay for
the honky-tonking life, even after all his "rowdy friends
[had] settled down," was simply the half-serious halfsneering explanation that "I'm just carrying on an oldfamily tradition."

Country music singers have always been a real
close family
But lately some of my kinfolk have disowned a few
ofusand me
I guess it's just because I kind of, changed my
direction
Lord, I guess I went and broke their family
tradition ...
I am very proud, of my daddy's name
Although his kind of music and mine ain't exactly
the same
Stop and think it over, put yourself in my position
Ifl get stoned and sing all night long it's a family
tradition.
But of course Hank's father, Hank Williams, Sr., died of
alcoholism, giving Hank's rendition of "family tradition" a
darker, somber meaning.
Why would Americans suddenly take such an interest
in forms of popular culture which seem so alien to the
indefatigable American faith in progress and optimism?
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The artifacts of southern culture which Americans find
appealing now are those which, ironically, celebrate the
individual who breaks away from the "community" of the
rural or small-town South and sets out on his or her own.
When contemporary Americans see "the South," in other
words, they are really seeing themselves.
The commissars of theater, academic life, and high
literary culture have caught the spirit of the age as well.
The success in the 1980s of the black playwright August
Wilson captures the rise of interest in the South. His plays,
including Joe Turner's Come and Gone, eloquently explore
the African-American perspective on individual freedom
and communal values among families who participated in
the Great Migration. In theater about the white South,
Crimes of the Heart reveled in interesting but stereotyped
southern characters and presaged the success of the South
on Broadway. A more recent example is the run of the
Kentucky Cycle plays, a series of vignettes about life in
Kentucky from the eighteenth century to modern times.
Kentuckians themselves have evidenced an intense dislike
for the plays because of what they saw as the negative and
stereotyped vision of poor mountaineers in their state.
Nevertheless, the playwright won a Pulitzer for his efforts.
Academic television has taken a special interest in the
region and has passed it on to a broader public. "Eyes on
the Prize," the beautifully produced six-hour series on the
Civil Rights Movement, is now one of the most widely used
videos in college classrooms. A National Endowment for
the Humanities committee recently approved a large grant
for the making of a three-part documentary series on
southern writers, black and white, in the twentieth century.
This major PBS production will explore the question of
why such a poverty-stricken and culturally deprived region
as the South has produced so many of the country's
greatest writers. In Ken Burns's recent Civil War series,
Shelby Foote found his fifteen minutes of fame with his
gentle and often humorous depictions of the lives of
soldiers in the war. Other historians, such as Barbara
Fields, called attention to the central meaning of the warthe achievement of Mrican-American freedom, which
brought "something higher, something nobler" to the
carnage-but Foote indelibly stamped his southern genteel
view on the events in the film .
Works such as Taylor Branch's Pulitzer-prize winning
history of the civil rights era, Parting the Waters: America in
the King Years, indicate a deep well of enthusiasm for solid
and popularly written history with the South as a major
protagonist of the narrative. Even more striking is the
unexpected success of the Encyclopedia of Southern Culture,
published out of the Center for the Study of Southern
Culture at the University of Mississippi. One of the bestselling academic books in recent years, the Encyclopedia sold
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out a large initial press run and continues to do well in
bookstores . This year's Pulitzer Prize winners were
dominated by books about the South, including Alan
Lomax's reflections on southern music (The Land Where
Blues Began). The recent growth of "Southern Studies"
programs at Duke, the University of Mississippi, and (most
surprisingly) at the University of California, San Diego,
promises to keep up the momentum of scholars to "tell
about the South, " as does the appearance of an abundance
of new journals in the field such as CrossRoads: A Journal of
Southern Culture, and of course the recently established
Southern Cultures.
The popularity of literature about the South,
especially African-American literature, is remarkable given
its deeply troubling subject matter. The rediscovery and
canonization of Zora Neale Hurston in the early 1980s, as
well as the authentication of Harriet jacobs's Incidents in the
Life of a Slave Gir~ were key milestones in the long-overdue
·celebration of the heritage of African-American literature.
Hurston and Jacobs are now among the most widely
assigned texts in college courses on American literature
and southern history. The novel by which Alice Walker
made her name , The Color Purple, luxuriates in southern
dialect. Toni Morrison is not a southern native herself. In
Beloved, however, she wrote about the history of slavery
from the viewpoint of a black woman in a way which
absolutely enthralled a national readership.
In Absalom, Absalom, William Faulkner's character,
Shreve, a Canadian who rooms at Harvard in 1910 with
Quentin Compson, the genteel southern-born hero of the
novel, asks Quentin this run of questions: ''Tell about the
South. What's it like there? What do they do there? Why
do they live there? Why do they live at all?" Shreve's
famous questions seem to fascinate contemporary nonsoutherners as well. Most non-southerners have forgotten
Shreve's final question and Quentin's answer, the last
sentences of the novel. Shreve asks Quentin a simple
question, ''Why do you hate the South?" Quentin answers
in anguish: "I dont. I dont! I dont hate it! I dont hate it!"
Shreve's questions and Quentin's answers call to
mind the famous essay by the dean of southern historians,
C. Vann Woodward, who wrote movingly of the South's
very un-American experience of poverty, defeat in war, and
guilt about a manifestly inequitable social order.
Woodward suggested that the South had something to
teach the nation from its experience. In later versions of
his work, however, Woodward expressed a sort of bemused
bewilderment that the South had in fact become more
American than were Americans themselves in their
unshakable faith in progress, free enterprise, and the
goodness of our nation.
Americans have turned to the South for an alternative
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image of "traditional community." Southern boosters
increasingly have commodified the images which would
reinforce this idealization of the land of God, country, and
family. At the same time, the urban South has quickly left
behind the culture of magnolias and marauders, bourbon
whiskey and Bourbons in politics, fundamentalist religion
and fun-loving good old boys, and low culture and literati.
Perhaps the country as a whole has in recent years learned
something that southerners traditionally have always
known. But Americans have often been misled in their
cultunil excursions. In her book Dakota: A Spiritual
Geography, a work evocative of the spiritual power of the
Great Plains, Kathleen Norris suggests that Americans are
"seeking the tribal, anything with strong communal values
and traditions. But all too often we're trying to do it on
our own, as individuals. That is the tradition of middleclass America; a belief in individual accomplishment so
strong that it favors exploitation over stewardship, mobility
over stability" (129). Norris's words speak to the argument
here. Americans have seen in the South "community" and
they are attracted by what they see; but the "community"
they have found in their vision of the region has been
fabricated out of the material of a popular culture which
celebrates the individual.
The zeitgeist could not have moved to the South
before the 1960s. For decades before then, the nation
viewed the region with embarrassment because of its rigid
and brutally enforced regime of apartheid. When Franklin
Roosevelt isolated the South as the nation's number one
economic problem, and the Okies took off down Highway
66 to California, and Emmitt Till was slaughtered for
whistling at a white girl, the South seemed anything but a
bastion of community. It was the achievement of the Civil
Rights Movement and the Sunbelt phenomenon to secure
a different image for the region. This occurred at the same
time race relations in northern cities worsened and as the
war in Vietnam divided the soul of the nation.
If Americans in recent years have expressed
skepticism about the optimistic themes dominating
American culture, they have done what southern folk
artists and the southern literati have always done. This is
why country music and the country blues have become so
popular in recent years. Those who have learned from
experience can appreciate the ironic and exorcising visions
provided in these forms.
One German scholar involved in studying the
American South recently noted in a New York Times article:
"For me as a German, Southern history is something I
understand because German history is not a Utopia as a lot
of American history tends to be, but a tragedy. This tragic
perspective, the experience of guilt, these are things we
know" (NY Times, 10 Nov.). For southerners themselves,
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however, this "tragic perspective" and "experience of guilt"
are not points of pride but rather things to be forgotten as
quickly as possible as visions of endless progr~ss and
optimism-those most basic of American themes-dance
in southerners' heads much as Donna Summer, before her
country and western phase, danced in the early.1970s. 0
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TRUTH IN POETRY
Bruce Janz

I want to start by talking about a dirty word. It is a
word that has gone out of fashion, and we sometimes
regard those that use this word as reactionary, or worse. My
students have certainly abandoned the word. For them, it is
useless, and worse, morally suspect. The word is 'Truth."
I can understand why it has fallen on hard times. So
often in the past, we have thought of truth as the province
of the chosen. If I have the truth, why should I listen to
anyone else? If they disagree with me, they are in error,
and if they agree, they are telling me what I already know.
It was the Islamic reason for the burning of the library at
Alexandria-if the books contained therein disagreed with
the Koran, they were evil and must be excised. If they
agreed, they were useless, because the Koran had already
expressed the truth.
Of course, it is not always so drastic. We might admit
that we do not have the corner on truth, but perhaps we
are closer than anyone else. Or maybe we are not closer,
but then again, no one else is closer than we are either.
The result of thinking of truth in these terms is
(ironically) a kind of relativism. If there are competing
claims of truth between different people, and we have no
way of deciding between them apart from who can yell the
loudest, we are left with saying that everyone is true in his
or her own way. Of course, that also makes us false in our
own ways, and more often than not it requires that we give
up some belief, in the interests of toleration.
And yet, I think there is a place for truth in an age
jaded by arrogance, isolationism, self-assuredness, and
relativism. I would like to try to rehabilitate the concept of
truth. To do this, I will start in a somewhat non-intuitive
place: Psalm 95.

Bruce Janz teaches philosophy at Augustana University in
Camrose, Alberta. One of his courses looks specifically at
philosophical hermeneutics, a subject which pertains to this essay.
Here he incarporates insights from Gadamer, Ricoeur, and others,
into religious reflection.
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The Psalms often strike me as m<Yestic poetry. They
ring true. But how is it possible for something like this to
ring true? Where is the truth in a psalm?
When I was taught the "right" way of sermonizing, I
was told that you had to have three points. And a poem. If
the poem came from Helen Steiner Rice, all the better. So,
let me give you the inductive Bible study method of doing
sermons. This is the "truth" of this passage, at least as far as
I learned when I was younger.
This psalm is about praise to God. It is the first of six
liturgical psalms, all of which have the common theme of
the joyous adoration of Yahweh and the admission that the
Lord reigns. This psalm is usually thought to be a New
Year's Psalm-at least, this is the position the Mishnah
takes on it. It is a call to worship, used at a liturgical feast.
One writer, Joachim Jeremias, calls this one of the great
Festival Psalms.
One way to organize the psalm is the answer to the
question "Why should we worship the Lord?" There are
three answers given, or four if you want to be cynical about
it:
1. God is above all other gods. (95:3)
2. God controls everything. (95:4-5)
3. God cares for us. (95:7a)
4. He will beat us up if we don't. (95:7b-ll)
This last answer is, admittedly, very cynical, but its
very cynicism forces me to reconsider the well-packaged
"truths" so neatly listed earlier.
1. God is above all other gods. The image here is of a
battle in heaven, which God wins. It is a hierarchical vision
of the cosmos. Is this what rings true for me? No. Heavenly
warfare may have worked for ancient Israel, but not for me.
And, strictly speaking, this image is false for Christian
theology, for we assert that there are no other gods.
2. God controls everything. Does the truth lie in the idea
that God controls everything? Not really. In our
technological age, we know all about control. We do a
pretty good job of it. Perhaps too good. This particular
anthropomorphization may help us feel safe in a hostile
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world, but it has also provided too easy an escape hatch to
get out of dealing with the truly serious contradictions in
our world. And I can't help but think, if 9'od controls
everything, that includes me too. This does not fill me with
worship. One does not have to be Pelagian to believe that
we have some free will.
3. God cares for us. Does truth lie in the idea that God
cares? The image given is of the shepherd herding sheep.
But this image does not ring true . I am not part of an
agrarian society. Besides, most shepherd herd the sheep
not from an intrinsic love of the sheep, but because they
represent money. The image of the shepherd tending the
sheep is a romantic one, reinforced by years of Sunday
School Christmas plays. But the sheep are not followers, or
even pets. They are food and clothing for the shepherd.
This doesn't work, either.
Now, one might point out that dispensing with the
image of the shepherd and sheep does not undermine the
original point, that God cares. Quite true. But without
image, what does the statement "God cares" mean? It has
too often been a glib phrase intended to comfort the
afflicted, yet in fact insulting them by trivializing their
situation. "God cares" means nothing until it is
contextualized.
4. God will beat us up if we don't worship him. Of course,
this fourth point is not exactly good orthodox theology.
And yet, the passage can be read this way. Why do we
choose not to read it this way? It is a propositional truth
derivable from the passage. We could easily see God as a
kind of tribal despot, like the crooked politician who does
anything to keep votes. Does God need our votes so badly
he has to resort to threats?
And so, setting this psalm up as the answer to a
straightforward question yields surprisingly problematic
results. Now, of course, I have not read this charitably.
Nevertheless, the point is that reading propositions from
the Bible as being true or false is always susceptible to this.
As propositions, they can as easily be false as they can true.
So, where is the truth?
Despite all this, as I read this psalm I find that there is
something that rings true for me. What is it that we get
from any Biblical passage? What is the truth involved? Am I
reacting to familiar language? Familiar images? The
familiarity of a safe but archaic world-view, in which there
are heavenly battles and shepherds on hillsides?
Is truth, perhaps, a matter of making verifiable
propositions about the Bible?. I don't think so. Is it a matter
of hope? It seems to be more than just a baseless
anticipation that God will treat us well.
There is another metaphor that might work. It has to
do with reading poetry. I read poetry in a somewhat
idiosyncratic way, as the failure of reading prose. In other
words, I read a poem expecting it to make sense in the way
that prose makes sense . Of course, it doesn't. I get
frustrated, but read again, and again. I find contradictory
elements. There are elements that do not find a
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correlation to my experience. I may not understand the
references. Words are used oddly. Concepts contradict
themselves.
And yet, in the failure of my conventional reading,
the poem sometimes breaks through. It becomes true at a
level that can only partially be expressed by language. I see
it as true because, in this foreign medium, I see something
familiar. I read something by Blake, and in the midst of
wonderful and strange images, I find out something about
my own imagination. In poem like "0 Captain! My
Captain!" by Walt Whitman, knowing what it is about (the
death of Lincoln) does not convey the truth of the poem.
There is a solemnity there which speaks to me of the
enormous seriousness of life and death, and turns me back
to question my own life. In the midst of my life, are there
things that matter that much to me?

a

It does not always happen, of course. In the case of
some poems, there is nothing but failure. I am not ready
for the truth. And in the case of some others, my commonsense way of reading is enough, and the poem never yields
more than the banal concepts that the author was trying to
convey. That is the thing with reading a poem-there is a
certain risk in reading it. There is no guarantee that there
will be a clear connection between poet and reader.
God comes to us through the failure of our
conventional way of understanding our world. Not all the
time-there are no guarantees-but, like the poem, we
come anticipating meaning. We could just say that the
poem, or the world, is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound
and fury, yet signifying nothing-but we know that
sometimes, amidst the cacophony, there is brilliance. The
poem enables us to understand ourselves and our world
better. The poem is true in a deep and very real sense, not
because it makes verifiable statements, but because it rings
true to our human existence, and at the same time
challenges that existence.
Truth in the Bible is like truth in poetry. Does this
mean that the first reduces to the second? Is spirituality just
a kind of aesthetic feeling? No. I am not arguing
Schleiermacher's line, that spirituality is simply the same as
aesthetic experience. The experience about which he
spoke was little more than a sense of taste.
The truth of the Bible does more than that. Good
taste could never hold me accountable. Taste is nothing
but subjectivity. I am not saying that the truth of the Bible
is just whatever we want it to be, or whatever we see in it.
The understanding that sometimes breaks through in a
poem or a Biblical passage is one which, at least in part, the
writer meant to be understood. That passage may go well
beyond the writer's intention, but I fancy that, as I get a
sense of the weight of life communicated by the Walt
Whitman poem, I can hear Whitman saying "Now you
understand!" There is truth, but it is not just propositional
truth. It is possible to assent to the propositional truth of
the statement "All life is important," without perceiving the
existential truth communicated by the poem.
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Back to Psalm 95, this time less cynically, to read
poetically, and try to capture it in necessarily halting prose.
What is true here? Why do I resonate with this passage?
One thing that comes to mind is that this liturgical
psalm speaks of God's hand in the world. But that is only
the first part. The Psalmist speaks of God's hand, and yet
juxtaposes the last part of the Psalm, which speaks in harsh
terms about the consequences of unbelief. Reading this
normally, I keep running into the contradiction between
these two. Why start the psalm with very positive, affirming
things about God, and end on this very depressing note?
We could, of course, say that this just shows the two
sides of God, but that answer will not work for me. I still am
forced to wonder: is there just a veiled threat behind this
invitation to the festival? That certainly does not ring true
for the God I know.
I read this again and again, both halves, so different
in spirit. And slowly a truth comes through: praise to God is
only truth if it comes with obedience. The decision to
praise God, and to obey, comes every day. In the past,
people had seen the work of God, and yet rebelled against
it.
But what is obedience? Is it keeping of abstract moral
norms given by God? I don't think so. That is our Greek
sense of obedience. The hearers would have experienced
this very differently.
In the history of Jewish interpretation, the body of
literature known as the Midrash was concerned with
practice and action, and not just the form of the text (in
this case, the Torah). It is not just what is behind the text
that is important (the presuppositions, the history, etc.),
but what is in front of the text and how it is put into play.
The text points to the future, not just the past.
This is an important precedent. A text that is oriented
toward the future must be loose and open. It must not be
indeterminate, but also must not be a calculus of rules.
This applies to religious documents, and also to legal texts
(like constitutions). The text must be open to more than
the context of its composition.
Interestingly, there is little sense of the "whole" in the
Midrash. The rabbi participates in the text, a fact which
undermines its wholeness. This could be seen as one of the
battles between Jesus and the Pharisees. Jesus tried to bring
a sense of the whole to those wrapped up in the centuriesold conversation. (In this, did he lose the Jewish sense of
application?)
The interpreter does not become part of the text,
rather, part of the ongoing dialogue with the text. To
belong to that dialogue is to be a Jew. This dialogue
includes the rabbis, Solomon and Moses, and God himself.
Interpretation includes the entire history and social life of
Israel. 'The words of the wise are like goads," the rabbis are
fond of quoting from Ecclesiastes. It is not just theory but
practice, not just techne but phronesis.
Now, in the case of this psalm, we have a call to praise
God, juxtaposed with a command to be obedient. But these
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two are the same thing. To be obedient, for a Jew, was to be
part of that dialogue of faith, and to do so in the faith that
the dialogue would feed the community, and the
community would feed the dialogue.
Why is this psalm true? Because something there that
rings true to my life (even if it is given in an unfamiliar
form). That is this: This call to worship comes from an
inner reality. It is not a command. It is a call to community,
to joy, to God's healing and invigorating work in us. It is
what we see in a faint way in school spirit or team spirit. If it
is present, you do not have to command anyone to do
anything. They just do it, because that spirit animates
them.
And that I find attractive. I recognize that I certainly
do not always have that spirit. I recognize that there is no
formula for producing that spirit. But I have experienced it
in the past, in various contexts, and I know it exists. In that
sense, this psalm rings very true to me. It is talking about a
spirit that I know-I recognize myself, at my best, in Psalm
95.
This is truth, though, more profoundly than just that
it makes me feel comfortable. I also know that, at my worst,
I have rejected God in my heart. The second part of the
psalm is not a command or a threat, but a reflection of me
when I have chosen to let the spirit desert me. And in this
way, this truth is given power over me. In this sense, the
Bible is authoritative-not because there are commands to
follow backed up by threat of punishment, but because the
truth shows me myself as I really am, at my best and at my
worst. In this unfamiliar book, there is familiarity.
And so, I make no apologies for saying that the Bible
is true. Like Israel, I meet God in thanksgiving, praise, and
obedience. As for Israel, my celebration, my festival, hinges
on the recognition of the authority of God. And, as for
Israel, that authority is not manifest in the following of
abstract moral principles, but comes from the expression
of spirit that I have known before, and that I recognize.
Just as reading the Bible poetically lets truth show
itself, there is a way of living poetically that lets truth come
forth in our own lives. We have a name for this poetic
living: spirituality. There are few rules for producing this
poetry, and fewer still for judging it, but I fancy I can
recognize it at least some of the time. I see it in the person
who quietly does what has to be done, whether or not it
inconveniences them. I see it in the person who is there for
someone else, whether he or she agrees with the other
person or not. I see it in the person who can forgive.
These poetic people-they may be misinterpreted or
misjudged. They may be trivialized, or even lionized as the
spiritual flavour of the week. But, like the poem, when you
struggle with seeming inconsistencies between their
commitment and their personal gain or comfort, truth
shows itself. God help us all live as truthful-as poeticpeople. 0
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Echoes of Crows
In early autumn crows fell like leaves
about the farm and danced madly on the roof
as we held ourselves stiffly between cold sheets
as they fell through the sycamores, their raucous
voices rising and falling in the cold wind
off the river. By morning they were gone
and only echoes of crows remained in our heads
as we surprised the kids in the kitchen,
their eyes swollen from sleep, but they only
looked at us from the dark silence of their dreams
and said nothing, and when they grew up we said
the farm was theirs and moved to the city
and tried to understand its raucous voice and seasons.
But sometimes, in early October, when the day
is about used up and we are tired of life
and curled around hot tea waiting for sleep,
we look up from books and listen for wings
or the mad dancing on the roof and wonder
if, beneath this same bright moon, our children
stand on the levee watching the river or press
against the cold glass, their faces staring back
from the dead fields, listening for crows
crying through the sycamores, autumn clinging
to their wings.

J.T. Ledbetter
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Coming Soon, to a
Sanctuary Near You
Charles Vandersee

Dear Editor:
Since writing a "church review"
two years ago I've seen the light. Bless
our souls, we need a big regular magazine of these reviews-a sober tabloid
like the New York !Uroiew of Books, covering the whole range of our religious
expression, revealing the true
American Sublime.
That expression, "American
Sublime," normally refers to nature's
great landmarks and performances
that astonished artists and writersplunging chasms of the Hudson valley
and Yosemite's cliffs. The awesome
topography of Thomas Cole and Ansel
Adams, which (as Roderick Nash
notes, in Wilderness and the American

Charles Vandersee is a Professor of
English at the University of Virginia, unites
as an amateur about American architecture, churches, language dictionaries, forgotten books and the occasional controversy.
He has unitten for The Cresset for a number of years.
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Mint!) was as rich in ambiguity as the
Alpine Sublime in Europe. That is,
the Sublime simultaneously "appalled
and enthralled" (Marjorie Hope
Nicolson's words), and in so doing it
seemed to signify the adamant presence of God.
Traveling, I encountered the
American Sublime last summer not in
cataracts but in churches, three
Lutheran and one Methodist, in
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio.
Together they clarified what a magazine of church reviews would be like.
And there's been other help. Cable
channel 43 in Dogwood evangelizes
with the ACTS network; 44 is Eternal
Word (EWTN), Roman Catholicism
from unlikely Birmingham, Alabama;
and on channel 45 the Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN) is a sort
of hi-tech Texas Baroque salvific. The
American Sublime is there by the
couch.
Each issue of this magazine, North
American Worship, would have one
report from a hyperactive megachurch
such as those on ACTS. Or a Benny
Hinn healing extravaganza from a civic
auditorium, where cured bodies topple backward in a trance for the closeup camera. There would be a report
from some obscure gravelroad chapel.
Each issue would also cover some distinctive ceremony-a funeral, a confirmation, the blessing of the hounds
(as at Grace Episcopal, near
Dogwood), the laying of hands on the
Klan for · some local project. My
Methodist experience was a ceremony,
a 70-minute small-town Virginia wedding that included Holy Communion,
with the novel touch (to me) of bride
and groom enacting the role of servants, each holding a chalice as we
came forward.
There would be ten or a dozen
church-and temple and mosque-

reviews in each issue, from various
denominations and nondenominational assemblies. In church is where
America is supposed to learn its most
marrow-like living; let's find out what
transpires behind those walls.
Maybe there exists such a periodical, but as something of a magazine
junkie, I've never come across itnever seen it advertised in Christian
Century or Christianity Today, never
seen it on a newsstand, never heard of
it from anybody. The one place I've
seen the genre is in the scholarly journal Anglican and Episcopal History. Its
"church review" section is edited by
Professor David Holmes, who happens
to live here in Dogwood. Knowing my
lay interest in public religious behavior, he invited a contribution, and as I
succumbed he revealed that, oh yes,
there were rules. Which is more than
one can say for restaurant reviews and
book reviews: Be clinical, be detailed,
be contextual.
"Clinical" means you describe
dispassionately and thoroughly. What
precisely is going on (best stick to
chronological order), and what can
you discern about motives and gratifications? Your personal view of God's
taste in worship is not appropriate ;
much less your own settled notions.
You write eschewing the first person,
and you try opening your heart.
Probably you should write about the
denomination or tradition you know.
Happily, AEH is sympathetically ecumenical; the church I reviewed was
Lutheran, though the other reviews in
that issue were Anglican (London and
Taormina)
and
Episcopal
(McPhersonville, South Carolina).
"Detailed" means that you look
closely and make notes. You count, as
best you can, the number of worshipers and organize them by age, gender, and race. You count minutes in
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the sermon and hours in the service.
You give the first line of each hymn,
and the name of the tune. You might
do as I did, reviewing Messiah in
Decatur, Georgia: mention those
idiosyncrasies which seem to be local
conventions. There was the officiant's
distinctive emphasis, "The Lord be
with YOU!"
"Contextual" means two things.
First, 'you give some account of the
physical setting. Second, you comment on the plac~ of tradition.
Regarding architecture, at brandnew Prince of Peace in Loveland, Ohio
(near Cincinnati), you discover, stepping to the Communion rail, a clear
glass window in the part of the chancel
where the clergy sit. It looks out on
cars in the parking lot, and if I'd been
reviewing on this Ninth Sunday in
Pentecost I'd have asked the officiants
about that. Is there a purpose in gazing at idols? Are stained glass windows
coming, or is there some connection
between the religious sublime and the
American Highway Sublime? To
review is to be licensed to ask impertinent questions.
Regarding tradition, it is not difficult, knowing the Lutheran service,
to notice both abbreviations and
nonce additions. On the Eighth
Sunday in Pentecost, Bethel, in
Middleburg Heights, Ohio (near
Cleveland), was bussing eighteen of its
youth to the huge ELCA National
Youth Gathering in Atlanta. Within
the service was a send-off ritual, each
of the young men and women expressing a personal hope for the experience. My notes are incomplete, but
memory supplies one laconic male
hoping only a week's relief from a boring summer job. Each was dressed in a
dark green T-shirt, with an Ohio
license plate printed on the back,
reading "2 B-ALIVE." On the· altar was
a big loaf of bread to be stuffed in the
bus for dawn Communion the next
day on the beach at Savannah. The
sermon, preached by the woman "associate in ministry," guaranteed (her
word, a scary one) that the Gathering
would be "life-changing" and "faithchanging" for the eighteen. I haven't
inquired whether this same ceremony,
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quite moving, was replicated all over
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America that Sunday, but if writing a
church review I'd have found out.
The Lutheran tradition in music
typically involves pipe organ, congregational singing, and choir. Loveland
this summer day had organ and
singing, and an agreeable supplement:
three young performers, two men and
a woman, off to the right-hand side of
the nave using soprano sax, guitar, and
piano, the woman soloist holding a
mike. They performed three times. In
the pews, besides the hymnal, is the
special parish songbook in a bright
green three-ring binder, dominated, it
appeared, by Carey Landry and John
Ylvisaker. The hymn of the day was
"Amazing Grace," with one festive and
welcome touch. For the last two stanzas the congregation's music director,
a long-haired member of the trio,
stepped to the piano, and verging on
honkytonk, pounded a little special
life into that too-familiar classic.
These details bring up ramifications not, perhaps, immediately apparent, until one stops to "theorize the
genre." We are, let us confess, going
to write our church reviews for various
reasons: to capture and to highlight,
as if we were Ansel Adams; to induce
marveling, as if we were William
Bartram in the 18th-century wilderness; and to give posterity some signifying fragments of our collective
Sabbath grandeurI grandiosity on this
continent. The clinical need not be
naive and colorless. It matters to posterity, for example, whether throughout the ELCA that Sunday there were
send-off liturgies for the national
youth gathering. How much of what
seems local-delightfully idiosyncratic-is actually orchestrated nationally
or regionally?
What matters as much as posterity is our neighbor. Within the ELCA
someone will write a report on the
Youth Gathering, and answer the question of these send-off liturgies. But the
only readers will be within the ELCA.
North American Worship, by contrast,
would report to an ecumenical readership how those Lutherans did this particular thing. It might send a reviewer

back to Bethel later. Did the youth
have Atlanta transformations that they
reported in public worship?
Further, NAW would reporttranscendently important-to the secular readership how those Lutherans
are currently doing things. That is,
every major daily newspaper in the
country will need one or more subscriptions to this appalling and
enthralling tabloid. So will the 1V and
radio stations, and plenty of the
Washington politicians, since media
and legislators are now being stung by
the charge that they know nothing
about American religion. Indeed, how
can they know, since religion-theology, liturgy, praxis, private spiritualityis an incomparably complex matter in
the US, quite beyond the capacity of a
general-assignment reporter, or of
guesswork. The word "sublime" is a
serious reference to this awesome complexity and thundering diversity.
Glacier National Park is not Cades
Cove. No reporter or editor or professor or lawmaker can know America
without getting inside its churches on
Sunday, and its synagogues on
Saturday. One does not have to be on
the Religious Right to notice the scandal of ignorance.
The members of the ELCA congregation in Dogwood go downtown
once a year to the sanctuary of Mount
Zion Baptist Church, for 11:00 worship
(we contribute the preacher) and
potluck in the basement. This is a very
old Mrican-American congregation.
On the last such visit, while approaching the food, I asked one of Mount
Zion's members what their service was
normally like. He launched into
details as if starving for the question.
The sermon was much longer, he said,
done in a more colorful and entertaining style; the prayers were virtually narratives (describing personal needs);
there was more music. The service was
much longer. In other words, the
"real" experience was significantly
other than what we had taken in.
Worth reading about.
Paul Bryant talks about the
American (and European) Sublime as
a tradition "reveling in vastness, mystery, irregularity, difficulty of access,
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terror, awe." There's public religion
for you, and it's the "difficulty of
access" that North American Worship will
address, complete (let's hope) with
drawings comparable to David
Levine's-of buildings, though, not of
the Mike Purkeys and Kenneth
Copelands, already close to caricature.
Much is currently made of the alleged
mischief of women in Minneapolis last
November, with their national "ReImagining" conference, celebrating
Sophia. What everybody needs, for
judging this, is access-clinical,
detailed, and contextualized accounts
of the controversial services.
So these are the major benefits of
the church review genre: major public
display of the hidden Sublime, raising
of journalistic and political consciousness regarding religious expression,
regular examination of the ways architecture and tradition play over people,
and much raw material for sociologists
and historians.
And clearly there are other
boons. The most enduring impression
from St. John's in downtown Easton,
Pennsylvania, in an 1832 building, is
the bulletin : printed on legal-size
paper and folded so a panel, an extension, sticks out wider than the bulletin
itself. When you place the bulletin in
the hymnal and close the book, this
thin extension panel, with exact same
text on both sides, shows you the order
of service. Here's the "enthralling," an
actual miracle, since St. John's has
solved the problem of all liturgical
churches: how to help the congregation-especially visitors-keep track of
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where they're at. You would
encounter this invention in a
church review, and say "Eureka!"
Next week your own church secretary has a whole new task and
headache.
Practical tips, in other words.
Also the invigoration stemming
from pride and covetousness. "Well,
we do that a lot better." "If only we
had people willing to do that." And
embarrassing epiphany. If reviewing Bethel, a tasteful modern plant
on a main highway in suburban
Cleveland, I would mention that its
large sign out front, lit at night,
does not tell the time of service.
Sublime disdain for out-of-town
motorists, and the neighbors.
And how many congregations
place ads on the church page of
Saturday's paper, for the out-oftown traveler, and neighbors? I
mentioned in the review that that's
how I located Messiah, in the
Atlanta paper. In Cincinnati last
July I knew in advance that Prince of
Peace had a woman as co-pastor,
because Deborah Steed once served
St. Mark here in Dogwood. My visit
was to see her. But the church page
of the Cincinnati Enquirer also tells
readers that Prince of Peace has as
pastors-welcome news or not-one
man and one woman.
My theme is public ignorance
of what is said to be important-the
North American institutionalizing of
worship, which in depth and range
is more impressive than Niagara and
the Mississippi, if only because you

cannot be sure what exactly to expect.
The river will flood, and Niagara will
have noisy helicopters. It will snow on
Mount Shasta, and the Grand Canyon
will stay deep. But the religious
Sublime constantly surprises. Trinity
Sundays are now Pentecost Sundays,
and women preached at both Bethel
and St.John's.
The saxophone in Loveland surprised me, and so did the whole service at First Lutheran in downtown
Toronto last December 26. Ethnicity
is one of the abiding subthemes in the
American religious sublime, which
means the Old World is both craftily
hegemonic and vestigial, when you
look closely. On the Sunday after
Christmas, nobody goes to church, so
the German and English services at
First Lutheran were thrown together.
Homily in German, repeated in
English, prayers likewise, but mainly it
was a hymn service, with spontaneous
nominations from the pews. The
German words were in a big
Advent/ Christmas worship supplement, and the polyphony consisted of
everybody singing at once, in whichever of the two languages they knew.
I haven ' t practiced my college
German in a long time , but this
seemed to be the right occasion, and a
clinical reviewer would have had a ball
describing this bit of the Sublime, the
peculiar irregularity and mystery of a
metropolitan winter hour.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.
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Free and Fair
in Ethiopia?
Charles Schaefer

After living in Ethiopia these last
two years, watching many of the
changes taking place in the name of
democracy and free-markets, I am less
convinced than ever that I understand
what former President Bush's "New
World O rder" means and whom it
benefits. In the euphoria of the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the
overthrow of Ethiopia's own Marxist
dictator, Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam,
there was enormous optimism that the
new,
rebel-led
Transitional
Government of Ethiopia (TGE) would
institute democracy and open up the
economy for the people. But not
surprisingly, those who hold power
are hesitant to share it. This is
Chuck Schaefer, now on the faculty of
Histary at VU, writes about Ethiopia and
its connections with the world economy. He
and his wife, Kathryn Rowberg, taught
histary and chemistry respectively at Addis
Ababa University for two years on Fulbright
Lectureships from 1992-94.
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especially true at the end of the
twentieth century when the realities of
population growth and diminishing
resources in Africa have led to the
institutionalization of politiques de ventre
or "belly politics," that is to say, the
politics of grasping power in order to
direct shrinking resources to feed your
own ethnic group. In Ethiopia this
means the Tigrians since the TGE is to
a great extent made up of the Tigrian
People's Liberation Front (TPLF); in
Rwanda belly politics has swung
between the Hutu or Tutsi for the last
several months.
What is puzzling me is the great
chasm between the rhetoric of
democracy and the realities on the
ground. Why are we in the West so
gullible and blind? The following
letter is an account of my experiences
and thoughts as an election observer
for Constitutional Assembly elections
in Ethiopia on june 5, 1994.
Perhaps a bit of explanation is
necessary. Soon after taking power,
the Transitional Government of
Ethiopia formed a committee to draft
a new constitution. Completed after
two years, it now had to be reviewed,
changed, adopted and finally ratified
by members of a Constitutional
Assembly that would be chosen
through "free and fair" elections from
every region of the country thus
assuring equal representation. That is
where these elections fit.
"My" election was the second
scheduled election out of three, and
certainly the least important. The first
election was held in June, 1992, and
was an utter farce-a political disaster

for the TGE. Observers from all over
the world came and saw democracy
"out of action." Where I was an
observer, along the Sudanese border,
the TGE ' s army opened fire on the
army of the Oromo Liberation Front
(OLF), a rebel group that six months
earlier had been comrades-in-arms
with the TPLF-the principal party of
the TGE- against Mengistu's Marxist
dictatorship. The OLF pulled out of
the 1992 elections because in their
backyard, where they would have won
an overwhelming majority, the TGE
underhandedly failed to send any
instruction manuals, registration cards,
ballots, voting boxes, or election
officials, thus invalidating the election
in the Oromo ethnic areas. The
Oromo, it must be noted, comprise
forty per cent of the Ethiopian
population, by far the biggest ethnic
group, and would in any free and fair
election come to dominate Ethiopian
politics. The third election is still to be
announced and will be the Big Onethe National Election where the
people will supposedly have the right
to throw out the TGE and elect
whomever they want. At least, that is
what Western-donor governments are
buying.
Ever since the debacle of 1992,
the Ethiopian Election Board has
worked desperately to organize a
legitimate election, asking that foreign
embassies downplay this one by
sending out only a few embassy staff
members on the weekend of the
election instead of the hundreds of
foreigners who ran around the country
for three weeks prior to the first
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elections, snooping into every
politically sensitive area and
broadcasting their findings to the BBC
and CNN. The embassies complied on
the understanding that a little
experience might go a long way in
reinforcing confidence in the
democratic process.
Being a local resident with some
understanding of Ethiopian politics
and some knowledge of Amharic (the
administrative language), I was invited
by Steve Tucker, Director of the Office
for Democratization of USAID
(United
States
Agency
for
International Development), to
accompany him into a region near
where I had observed the last time.
Naturally I agreed, for rarely do
historians get to observe history.
By 6:00 a.m., Steve and I, with
our driver, Yohannis, were passing
through Addis Alem, an hour out of
Addis Ababa, on the road to the city of
Nekemte, in Wellega Province.
Perceptions of Ethiopia here in the
United States are of a blanched
countryside devoid of vegetation with
stick-figures staggering to relief
centers. That is correct only for
sections of the north. What is startling
is the variety of landscapes the country
offers, from lava flows three hundred
feet below sea level to Afro-alpine
flora well above 14,000 feet. Wellega,
for example, is perhaps the wettest,
most fertile province. Everything
seems to spring up; the climate is
ideal, ranging between 85 and 55
degrees. The vistas are so picturesque
that if somehow the mud-walled huts
could be replaced with stone cottages
it would be reminiscent of the verdant
countryside of the Lake District in
England, certainly the thatched roofs
and small stone-ringed fields are
similar.
Arriving in Nekemte seven hours
later we immediately sought out the
Regional Election Board officer,
Taddessa Anante, and asked him
questions about the preparations,
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whether all necessary materials had
been distributed on time, and if they
had tallies for the registered voters in
the 1053 polling stations. His answers
were cursory; when he had left on
"urgent business" we got detailed
answers from one of his lieutenants
who pulled out numerous charts and
graphs to illustrate his points. Both
Steve and I were impressed. On the
surface it appeared all was in order.
With our Election Observer
badges pinned to our shirts we were
determined to proceed for the
remainder of the day to as many
kebe[e:, as we could reach, a kebele being
the lowest administrative unit in
Ethiopia, where all grassroots work is
done and where polling stations would
be located. Immediately it became
clear that things were not nearly so
peaceful. Steve had selected Yohannis
to be our driver because he was from
Nekemte, had led his high school to a
national soccer championship, was a
town hero, and therefore would be the
ideal facilitator I translator. But before
stopping at kebele 06, we dropped by
Yohannis' brothers bunna bet (coffee
house) for some freshly brewed coffee.
On reemerging Yohannis had a long
face and was silent until we got to our
first stop at which point he refused to
accompany us and act as our
translator. When grilled, he said that
his family had been threatened by
supporters of the OLF when they saw
him drive into town in an American
Embassy vehicle, for they knew that
American officials would sanction the
election by their mere presence,
irrespective of what they observed or
reported.
It appeared that we needed a
nonaligned assessment of the
situation, and therefore, sought out a
Swedish Lutheran missionary couple.
To summarize, they said that the
election was meaningless, that most of
the people were OLF sympathizers and
would
boycott
the
election.
Furthermore, they said that they had

been told not to go outside the next
day and advised us similarly. As
elsewhere, politics are taken seriously
in Ethiopia. We certainly had proof of
this right in our Toyota Landcruiser.
Four months earlier Steve had been
driving home from work in Addis
Ababa
when
another
white
Landcruiser pulled alongside and a
masked man leaned out and fired
three shots with a nine millimeter
pistol at Steve from pointblank range.
The first barely missed his face and
lodged in the metal above the window
near the A-post; leaning ever-sodeeply into the back of his seat Steve
avoided the second which again
missed his head, passing through the
two open windows; throwing himself
forward on the gear shift Steve avoided
the third shot, which passed through
his door, the backs of both front seats,
and was lodged in the rear passenger
door.
Suddenly election monitoring
had taken on different meaning for
me. Taking what cautionary steps we
could, we did visit a few kebeles and
eyed the security situation as much as
the voter registration. Without
Yohannis, I had to act as translator.
This was a challenge because some
people refused to speak Amharic since
they associated it with Amhara colonial
oppression. Now it is politically
correct for Oromo to speak only
Orominia. However, once greetings
were said in Orominia and when I
apologized that I too was a product of
Amharization, they were quite willing
to converse in what remains Ethiopia's
lingua franca.
Sunday, June 5th, 6:00 a.m.,
Steve and I were at the door of kebele
07 watching the officials open up.
Already there was a line of women
wanting to get this voting chore over
so they could go to church. Feeling
our way around this observing
business, we consulted the manual
and offered a few suggestions to the
election officials, such as removing
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campaign posters from the booths,
which seemed a clear violation of
"free and fair." Zealotry, however, is
more pronounced in the beginning of
an enterprise, for by around the fourth
or fifth poling station we stopped
offering suggestions about how they
could keep with the spirit of the bylaws
and only noted huge discrepancies in
om; notebooks.
At all the stations in Nekemte
armed police frisked voters to try to
prevent the OLF's threat of sabotage.
Taking this as a cue, we jumped into
the Landcruiser and drove into the
countryside where disturbance was less
likely. One of the first places we
stopped at was near a church. Noting
that more people were milling around
the church than were queuing outside
the polling station we speculated
about peasants' faith in the here-andnow as opposed to the hereafter.
Philosophically Steve concluded that,
"The counting may take longer over
there."
Further east, along the windy
gravel road to Dembi Dolo, we visited
eleven other polling stations. What
was apparent was the seriousness with
which the election was conducted in
the towns where some of the people
were literate and could read the
election laws, and the total disregard
for the letter of the law in the
countryside-perhaps a result of no
one being able or caring enough to
read the directives. This was most
dramatically illustrated in Argowegotu.
Two hundred yards apart were
two stations one catering to farmers
from the surrounding areas, the other
to the townspeople. The first, held
outside, resembled a mil.l ing mob.
About 150 to 200 peasants converged
on the registration table and
overwhelmed the officials. After a
while the officials gave up taking
registration cards; anyone could vote
and probably as often as he or she
wanted. The most troublesome aspect
was the actual voting which took place
out in the open right in front of the
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officials who actually showed each
peasant the two boxes representing
the candidates in which they were to
place their thumb-prints to indicate
their vote. This was scandalous, but
after watching the voting for over
thirty minutes, I saw that the officials
were so besieged that they didn't care
who voted for whom and in fact when
a peasant would hesitate too long the
officials would press the peasant's
thumb anywhere, thus invalidating the
ballot. We could only guess what
percent spoilage they had.
In contrast, the polling station
two hundred yards down the road was
held in a school and was the picture of
perfection; so perfect was it that when
we arrived the senior official invited us
in, showed us the illustrations in his
election manual and then asked us if
he wasn't operating according to the
law. Indeed we could only concur.
As the day progressed a few
things became apparent. First, no one
would tell us what percentage of the
voting population had registered, so
although voter turnout hovered
between 60 and 70 percent, we had no
clue how many people boycotted.
Second, each Woreda (Zone) had only
two candidates, a member of the
Oromo
People's
Democratic
Organization (OPDO)-a puppet
party that the government established
to undercut the OLF and perhaps
divide the Oromo people-and an
independent candidate. But from
insinuations I picked up from voters
and election officials alike, it was
questionable
whether
the
independents were not really OPDO
party members too. Third, various
people let slip that the only reason
they had come was because they were
"obliged" to do so. We heard that
kebele officials had threatened to
withhold sugar and kerosene rations if
people didn't register and vote. Or in
one case, the electric company
threatened to cut off power to a city
dweller. On the other hand in terms
of inducements, one peasant said that

he had been promised that his son
would be able to attend school next
year if he voted-perhaps a chapter
from Chicago ward politics.
Our furthest polling station was
in a small village on the Didesa River
down the escarpment in a wholly
different ecosystem from that of the
highlands. Once there the humidity
smothered and the dank air imparted
an impression of time standing still.
And for over three hours during
midday it did. Those who moved,
moved slowly and only under the
shade of qroad-leafy vegetation. So
dense and varied was the flora that it
was difficult to recognize that we had
stopped at a mango plantation, for
bamboo, brush, and other hardwoods
fought valiantly against humans'
attempts at monoculture, yet
interspersed were branches bowed by
the weight of ripening mangos which
we ate with relish.
Finally, around four in the
afternoon, we wandered to the polling
station only to note that no local
election officials or voters were there
and the one guard was catching the
tail end of his siesta stretched out on a
bench with his shamma (light, locallywoven, cotton toga) pulled over his
head to keep the flies away. After
locating the officials, we found that
the discrepancy between those who
had registered and those who actually
voted was the greatest we saw. Back up
on the highlands, where the
population is rooted on plots of land,
the arm of government has all sorts of
ways to persuade and coerce people to
come out and vote. In the Didesa
region it is almost impossible to
mobilize the Gumuz, for they are seminomadic-part-time herders, part-time
farmers, part-time hunter I gatherers,
forever changing locales. Election
officials counted it a triumph that they
were able to nab 320 people to
register, and did not appear too
concerned that only about 65 adults,
mostly residents of the town, had
actually showed up to vote.
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Leaving Didesa and climbing the
muddy, hairpin road into the
highlands, all the time the Toyota
belching black diesel smoke, we
revisited most of the polling stations
simply to obtain their latest voting
tallies. We wanted to be in Nekemte
by 6:00 p.m., when voting officially
came to an end, so that we could verify
the closing and watch the preliminary
count. Steve selected Kebele 07
because a few election officials spoke
English and therefore could be
queried if he saw any irregularities. I,
regrettably, chose Kebele 03 whose
members only spoke Amharic. I say
regrettably because Steve's group was
done counting and had sealed the
ballets by 8 :30; my group was still
arguing over protocol at 10:00 p.m.
and wasn't done counting until 2:00
a.m.
Having sat on a rickety chair in a
smoke-filled room for eight hours
watching every single ballot be
inspected by not one but by three
officials and then held up so that the
public-about thirty other interested
individuals in that cramped roomcould inspect it, I can say, without
equivocation, that the count was
accurate. (Too accurate, I mused,
sometime after midnight, when my
plan would have been simply to divide
the rest into three even piles and call it
a night.) If a signature or thumb-print
spilled outside the candidates box so
much as a millimeter great debates
arose as to whether it should be
consigned to the "spoilage" pile. So
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serious was one official that he had
been sleeping in the kebele office for
the last three nights just to ensure that
no one tampered with the ballots.
Finally, around 2:00 a.m. the results
were in: 1205 for the OPDO
candidate, 178 for the independent,
130 to spoilage, and 16 unaccounted
for-they counted three times looking
for these.
In Addis Ababa the next day the
newspapers heralded the results,
proclaiming "millions go to polls to
elect Constitutional Assembly
members" and claiming a resounding
victory for the TGE in all its various
puppet-party guises, which, of course,
was no lie. But here reemerges my
skepticism. What is the point of
elections when there is no opposition?
Stalin and countless other dictators
have held elections and naturally were
reelected with over 90 percent
majorities. Are today's dictators finally
wising up to the fact that it looks better
to win by 70 to 80 percent majorities,
and are we in the West still buying
this? Are we still too blind to ignore
the voter intimidation that goes on
well before we step out of our Toyota
Landcruisers to go through the
observation ritual? Is it another form
of neo-imperialism that we have forced
23 nations in Africa to go through
these election charades since 1990 in
order
to
receive
food
and
development aid?
The theory behind these
elections in the grand scheme of the
"New World Order" is that even with

all their flaws, elections mark a change
from the oppressive structures of the
past to a system that encourages
diversity, freedom of expression,
transparency and access to political
machinery. The reality may be
somewhat different though, for the
core of belly politics (see Robert
Kaplan's article in the February issue
of the Atlantic Monthly) is no longer
political longevity but the much more
corporeal issue of survival. The
Transitional Government of Ethiopia
appears to be transitional only in
name, its leaders have their own
agenda, pieced together from old
communist party manuals, and are
driving it home.
Where does this leave me: cynic
or hypocrite? I would like to believe
neither, for I take some solace in
history. Recently, John Dunn edited a
book entitled Democracy: the Unfinished
journey, 508 B. C. to A.D. 1993; perhaps
it is just that-"unfinished." Recall
that America forced democracy on
Japan and West Germany after World
War II and they responded with one
party politics for decades, all the time
perfecting the machinery of elections
without adopting the spirit of
democracy until circumstances
mandated change and then ballots
were there to replace bullets.
Certainly
the
mechanics
of
electioneering in Ethiopia has
improved dramatically between 1992
and 1994, from farce to fairer.
Someday, perhaps, they may even be
"free." 0
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Hell West, Hell East
Fredrick Barton
Oliver Stone is Hollywood's
reigning paradox. He's a rebel with
many causes, and all the while he's
the system's darling. One might expect
a moviemaker with such a persistently
political agenda to have to work in
independent production and exhibit
in art houses and on the festival circuit. But Stone's
pictures are
bankrolled by the studios and regularly play the nation's malls. His films are
unabashedly and stridently polemical,
yet they most often perform well at
the box office. As I write this, his
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Natural Born Killers is the most popular
movie in America.
Stone is paradoxical in other
ways as well. He stands to the far left
politically, but in his ideological inflexibility and self-righteous absolutism
he's a moral right-winger. He takes on
the most complicated subjectsVietnam, Wall Street, the Kennedy
assassination-and reduces them to
one-size-fits-all formulas. He is a true
master of the subtleties of his medium, and yet his stories are most
notable for their oversimplification
and relentless heavy-handedness. In
sum, his movies are inevitably fascinating and invariably frustrating, never
more so than his current Natural Born
Killers and his ten-month-old Heaven
and Earth, which has recently been
released on video.
Reminiscent of the murderous
rampage by Charles Starkweather and
Caril Fugate in the 1950s and therefore of other films based on that event
(the best of which remains Terrence
Malick's 197 4 Badlands with Sissy
Spacek and Martin Sheen), Natural
Born Killers is the story of a young couple on the run, leaving a trail of
bloody mayhem in their wake. Woody
Harrelson and Juliette Lewis star in
Natural Born Killers as Mickey and
Mallory Knox, the unstable progeny
of two dysfunctional families. Mickey
and Mallory meet, fall in love, pronounce themselves married and proceed to murder just about everybody
luckless enough to cross their path,
including Mallory's parents. Mickey
and Mallory's crimes are so flamboyant
in their senselessness, and the media
coverage of their flight is so lurid, that
the murderers become the darlings of
tabloid TV, strange demon heroes in a
culture addicted to the shock of sensational violence. Eventually Mickey and
Mallory are captured by slimy police
detective Jack Scagnetti (Tom
Sizemore) and incarcerated in the
prison of warden Dwight McClusky
(Tommy Lee Jones). While awaiting

trial, Mickey is interviewed on live
television by Australian journalist
Wayne Gale (Robert Downey, Jr.), and
Mickey's remorseless insouciance
serves to spark a riot among his fellow
inmates who are watching in the
prison dining room. In the chaos of
the riot, Mickey and Mallory manage
to escape with only Gale and his camera and thus the eyes of the world for
company.
Stone isn't interested in telling a
conventional story here, and doesn't
bother with such niceties as a cohesive
plot or in-depth character development. Flashbacks establish that Mickey
and Mallory were abused as children,
and as adults it's clear they don't give a
damn about right and wrong. But
their frenzy of murder follows no
course, sustains no pattern. After
Mallory's parents, we don't know who
they kill in what order nor what clues
Scagnetti seizes upon to track them
down. Rather than building narrative
drive, Stone is primarily interested in
drawing connections between violence
and the media in American society.
To such an end, the style of this
film becomes its substance. And a striking style it is. Throughout, Stone cuts
from regular color cinematography to
black and white, from normal speed
to slow motion and stop action, and
intercuts live action with animation.
The fevered nightmare result, sort of
Fellini's Roma meets David Lynch's
Blue Velvet, is purposely disorienting
but ultimately numbing. When Stone
mounts his camera to the back of a
slow-motion bullet, he's making satirical comment about Robin Hood: Prince
of Thieves or Sniper which employed
such effects seriously. When he
includes a black comic splatter scene
in the early going, he questions the
impact of such scenes in the works,
say, of Brian De Palma or Martin
Scorsese.
Most daringly, Stone turns
America's sitcom world upside down
in a sequence he titles "I Love
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Mallory" which dramatizes the squalid
world of Mallory's rearing. Her monstrous, lumpy-faced father (Rodney
Dangerfield) is Archie Bunker as
incestuous pedophile. With a laugh
track roaring at every sexual innuendo father directs at daughter, Stone
asks us to contemplate how much
America has deluded itself with its
depiction of safe suburban worlds
where incidental concerns of bright,
decent children are quickly set straight
through the wisdom of all-knowing,
benign parents. Later, Stone aims his
satirical shotgun less obliquely. Wayne
Gale's "American Maniacs" series is an
obvious reference to such programs as
"America's Most Wanted," "Hard
Copy," "Inside Edition," and "A
Current Affair." Gale's bombastic
reporting, in the accent of "Lifestyles
of the Rich and Famous" host Robin
Leach, makes obvious Stone's point
about how much TV revels in the horrible. In one scene from "American
Maniacs," Gale interviews a group of
teenagers, one of whom confesses that
"I don't approve of serial killing or
anything, but if I was going to be a
serial killer, I'd want to be like Mickey
and Mallory." Gale is driven not by
any desire to enlighten or edify but
only to manipulate the sensational for
maximum ratings . Thus, after
"American Maniacs" makes Mickey
and Mallory into national figures, Gale
arranges to air his live jailhouse interview with Mickey right after the annual
ratings Goliath of the Super Bowl.
The targets for Stone's satire are
endless and omnipresent. First-rank
television journalists like Diane Sawyer
and Stone Phillips broadcast
interviews with Charles Manson and Jeffrey
Dahmer. Television networks produce
movies of the week about Lyle and
Erik Menendez, Amy Fisher, Aileen
Wuornos, and David Koresh. One or
more about OJ. Simpson are surely on
the way. Implicitly, Stone suggests
there was a time we'd have turned
away from such material but that
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today we've lost a reverence for life we
once possessed. It's a debatable point.
Public hangings used to be the
American village's most popular spectacle. But he's right that we eat this
stuff up in the same shameful,
voyeuristic fashion that we do nude
photo spreads of Tanya Harding,
Gennifer Flowers, Donna Rice,
Elizabeth Ray and Jessica Hahn who
have achieved their national notoriety
by trying to maim an Olympic skating
opponent and for conducting adulterous affairs, respectively , with a
President, a Presidential candidate, a
Congressman and a pastor.
But simply because Stone 's targets are worthy of the satirical arrows
he fires in their direction, doesn't
mean that he necessarily hits any
bullseyes. Natural Born Killers is guilty
of that which it condemns. It makes
heroes of the villains and nonentities
of the victims. Typical of Stone's kneejerk antiauthoritarianism, the director's real villains become Scagnetti,
whose vile character is an insult to the
worst of American policemen, and
Warden McClusky, who has seemingly
drifted into this movie from the most
depraved incarnation of Women Behind
Bars. The picture is careless with narrative detail. It makes little sense when
Mickey and Mallory set Mallory's
mother afire, for instance. And it's
impossible to make sense of the jumpy
sequence in which the killers take a
female hostage. Comparably, the passage in which Mickey and Mallory murder an Indian snakehandler (Russell
Means) is a murky mess. Moreover,
with its blaring soundtrack and MTV
editing, this is a film which just wears
the viewer out. It's a two-hour assault
on the senses.
Finally, it's almost impossible to
sort out in the jumbled images of the
film text itself exactly what Stone is trying to say, a failing he almost seems to
admit in a speech by Mickey near the
film's end. But in an interview for a
recent New Yorker profile, Stone told

Stephen Schiff: ''I'm making the point
that the killers have been so idealized
and so glorified by the media that the
media become worse than the killers."
Consider the dangerously reductivist
implications of that notion. It's one
thing to find fault with the media's
performance, judgment and priorities
and something altogether else to
assert that the media are worse than
cold-blooded serial killers. Plenty in
our society who are enemies of free
expression will find themselves rushing to raise hands of solidarity with
Stone in this retrograde assertion. His
simple-minded resort to "kill the messenger" appeals most to those who
think least- and may well account for
the long lines waiting to buy tickets.

0
In contrast to most of Oliver
Stone's work, last winter's Heaven and
Earth was a box office failure. But this
last of his Vietnam trilogy, or much of
the first two hours of it anyway, stands
as Stone's best work since the little
seen Salvador in 1986. In the most harrowing scenes from Heaven and Earth,
a teenaged Vietnamese peasant girl is
tortured by South Vietnamese army
officers under the supervision of
American military "advisors." First the
girl is subjected to electric shock.
Subsequently, she has her feet
smeared with honey and is forced to
stand in an ant pile. Finally, she has a
snake put down her shirt. That the
young woman survives this unspeakable torment is testimony to the
strength and resilience of the human
spirit, and that's exactly the strongest
and most enduring theme of this
ambitious movie. As is always true with
Stone, excess and hamhandedness render the picture overlong and decidedly uneven. But at its best, the film
exhibits a sensitivity, becoming moral
complexity and sense of spiritual readiness that aren't often found in Stone's
work.
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Adapted from the memoirs of
native Vietnamese villager Le Ly
Hayslip, Heaven and Earth is the true
story of a young woman's astonishing
journey from the rice fields of Vietnam
to the suburbs of San Diego. Born in
1949 in the central Vietnamese farming village of Ky La, Phung Thi Le Ly
is just a small girl when the war for
independence breaks out against the
ruling French. During the fighting Ky
La is burned to the ground, but the
stoical peasants recover and rebuild,
and life resumes its former shape and
moves again with its seasonal rhythms.
In 1963, though, life in Ky La is altered
forever. The Viet Cong make their
appearance in the village and recruit
the peasants for their struggle against
the corrupt South Vietnamese government. Young and impressionable, Le
Ly (Hiep Thi Le) responds to the fervor of ·.he rebels' idealism. Her broth-

ers Sau (Dustin Nguyen) and Bon
(Vinh Dang) march off to North
Vietnam for training. Le Ly aids in the
revolt by making booby traps and serving V.C. ambushers as a decoy. Ky La
becomes a political ping pong ball,
controlled by South Vietnam and the
Americans through the day, ruled by
the V.C. at night.
The storytelling through this part
of the narrative is taut and compelling.
Left to their own purest choices the villagers would tend their fields, raise
their children and try to walk in the
light of Lord Buddha. But the external
agendas of the V.C. on one hand, and
the puppet South Vietnamese government on the other, deny the residents
of Ky La such quietude . Critically,
though they lack much thirst for war,
like Le Ly and her brothers, their sympathies lie with the V.C. This is a bias
the government officials obviously per-

ceive, thus their decision to arrest,
interrogate and torture Le Ly. It is
never clear that she actually has information to conceal, but she certainly
gives her tormentors nothing.
However, when Mama Phung Uoan
Chen) bribes a jailor to set her daughter free, Le Ly returns to a village suspicious that she must have betrayed
the cause of independence. And suddenly she's treated as viciously by the
VietCong as by the government's military. V.C. soldiers take her into the
bush for their own brutal interrogation. They drag her to the lip of a
muddy pit they tell her is her grave,
and there, to teach her some mysterious lesson in loyalty, they rape her.
Fearing for her safety if she
remains in the village, the Phung family relocates Le Ly to Saigon. For a
while she works as a domestic servant
in the house of a rich man. But her

Director Oliver Stone sets up a key scene with actors Dr. Haing S. Ngor and Hiep Thi Le, for Heaven and Earth. Photo by Elizabeth Stone
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spiral is still downward. Soon she's trying to survive by selling cigarettes,
booze and dope to the hordes of
American G.l.s. Finally, she's reduced
to prostitution. But through it all, she
retains an amazing sense of dignity.
She is forced into degradation, but she
is never degraded.
Eventually, Le Ly escapes to
America as the wife of Marine
Sergeant Steve Butler (Tommy Lee
Jones). This longish American chapter
of Le Ly's story would have been better reserved for treatment in another
film. There are some nice moments
here, specifically Le Ly's first sight of a
full American refrigerator or her awed
first trip through an American supermarket. But Stone's attempt to chart
the decline of Le Ly's marriage feels
rushed and forced. Despite Jones'
always earnest and capable effort, his
character feels false from the beginning. It is thus not surprising to discover that Butler is not a figure in
Hayslip's autobiography but rather an
Oliver Stone invention. The filmmaker
tries to use Butler to encompass the
whole of the American experience in
Vietnam. But it doesn't work. No one
individual can embrace both the ugliness and the tragedy of that chapter
in American history. But as is so often
true in Stone's work, he fails to distinguish between character and symbol.
Butler barely works as a symbol. He's
ridiculous as a character. In this closing third of Heaven and Earth we see
the director's heavy hand in a way that
we don't during the film's first two
hours. When Steve confesses his
anguish over some of his actions in
Vietnam, Le Ly tries to comfort him
with a speech about their having different skin but the same suffering.
This rings false for three critical reasons. First, we haven't the slightest
idea what has provoked Steve's sudden guilt. Second, their marriage is so
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far gone it seems utterly unlikely Le
Ly would speak such lines. Third and
most important, Le Ly's suffering, the
suffering of a largely innocent victim,
is entirely different from that of Steve
who admits to having been a black
operations political provocateur and
murderer. To the viewer these differences are plain and painful, but to
Stone they seem not to exist.
There are other problems as well.
Throughout the film, Le Ly suffers
from nightmares (shot in glaring
black and white). These nightmares
are so specific as to feel like haunting
memories of actual events. One recurring dream features Le Ly's brother
Sau being thrown from a helicopter
while Le Ly is forced to watch by a
demonic American soldier. This
doesn't happen in the film's waking
story nor, evidently, in Le Ly's life.
Moreover, Le Ly starts having this particular nightmare before she can reasonably have known that such
atrocities would be committed during
the course of the war. In sum, Stone
sacrifices his picture's narrative integrity to score a thematic point.
Comparably, at the film's end, when
Le Ly returns to Vietnam to visit with
her family, she's subjected to a stern
lecture by her surviving brother Bon.
Once again we feel Stone's hand moving the mouths of his characters. Stone
wants Bon to list for us the suffering
his family has endured, suffering that's
meant to summarize that of all the
Vietnamese people. But Bon's tone is
all wrong. He's angry and he's pedantic. And that's because Stone is talking
to his audience. Meanwhile his character is speaking to a sister who has
been imprisoned, beaten, tortured,
raped and banished.
Still, there are important things
to praise here. Stone gets key aspects
of this war just right. He captures the
guilt that the South Vietnamese gov-

ernment, the American military and
the Viet Cong shared among them,
namely making people choose sides in
a war they didn't want to fight. And in
the film's closing passage Stone has
Le Ly speak a benediction taken perhaps from Buddhist teachings, reminiscent certainly of that stubborn
Christian Flannery
O'Connor.
Suffering, Le Ly says, is a gift which
can bring us closer to God. Such is the
faith which allows us to endure, the
faith which enables us to persevere.
But despite its notable moments
of genuine power, Heaven and Earth
was a box office disaster, performing
much more poorly than Stone's
Vietnam predecessors, Platoon and
Born on the Fourth ofjuly. The reasons
have everything to do with a subtle but
crucial shift in attitude. The themes of
both Platoon and Born on the Fourth of
July boil down to an accusation that
vulnerable American boys were sold
out by conniving politicians and military troglodytes, the same shadowy villains, that is, responsible for John
Kennedy's assassination in Stone's
equally popular JFK. In short, Stone
points a self-righteous accusing finger
at some not quite nameable them. The
media in Natural Born Killers are
another version of this ominous them.
And audiences will evidently pay to
see the blame laid on them. The ultimate villain in Heaven and Earth,
though, is rather different. However
clumsily developed as a character,
Tommy Lee Jones' Steve Butler can't
be identified as them. He's a red-blooded American man, a wearer of our
national uniform, a resident of our
ubiquitous white suburbia. Steve
Butler is unavoidably us. And we
American moviegoers aren't about to
pay hard-earned money just be told
that the fault is ours. Q
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Came/gossip III
Arvid F. Sponberg
At the end, a penny-farthing bicycle with a front wheel 15 feet tall rolls
up a ramp from the stage to the back
of the auditorium. We all crane our
necks, eyes welded to the actor
perched on the small platform affixed
above the wheel. Her fate depends on
the strength and judgment of six other
actors balancing, pushing, and steering the great contraption.
We are not frightened , though.
Well, some. Earlier, we saw the rider
hanging by her teeth from a cable
twelve feet above the stage. She
opened her mouth and fell through a
trap-door, heading for what we knew
was quadriplegia but which turned out
to be a tank of water. Amazement on
our faces sat, for we had seen a squad
of actors burst out of that trap not one
minute before.

Gus Sponberg, now chairing the
Department of English at VU, is completing
a book on American playwright A . R.
Gurney. Fully resident on campus, he yet
yearns for the Great 'White Way, where this
season, he says, looks like a knockout.
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Of course we should have expected the water because most of the performance occurred during a
drenching rain. The grid of pipes
above the actors gushed for half an
hour. Twenty thousand liters flooded
the stage, rising above the toes of the
actors' Wellingtons . Not that this
slowed their pace one little bit. They
pursued each other up, down, over,
under and through the scenery even
more recklessly than when the stage
was dry.
But what did that matter? When
the stage was dry, they didn't use itmuch. They preferred scaffolds. In fact
the set resembled nothing so much as
a construction site . For a long time
they swung above it in a half-dozen
huge cabinets, pretending to be apartment dwellers in Chicago, waking up
and going about their morning ablutions. Come to think of it, that's the
first time they used the water, great,
long, greenish-yellow streams of it.
Then, when we stopped laughing, the
camels entered.
I may have have gotten things a
little jumbled here. The actors in the
Dutch theatre co-operative called
Dogtroep, clever and bold, mak!:'! it
hard to figure out what's going to happen, or to remember what happened.
After a while I stopped trying . It
seemed much better just to enjoy my
amazement.
Those scaffolds, for example.
Th ey collapsed from time to time.

Actors turned into projectiles. The
human form-so express and
admirable, in action how like an angel
-falling in risible homage to the
divine law of gravity. Not a bad recipe
for comedy. Alan Ayckbourn has said
that comedy is interrupted tragedy.
But what sort of comedy? What
were the actors in Dogtroep trying to
do? The company appeared as part of
the International Theatre Festival of
Chicago, a biennial affair that made its
fifth appearance during May and June
of this year. Dogtroep arrived in town
a month ahead of the Festival's opening to prepare "the first site-specific"
theatre piece in the Festival's history.
"Site-specific" means, apparently, that
the actors, musicians, designers and
inventors who populate the company,
absorb the sights, sounds, styles, and
spirit of the city in which they have
contracted to perform . Then out of
their re-imaginings of the city, they
devise a kind of-well, their publicity
uses "masquerade" to name what it is
they devise- but the root of that word
"masque" comes closer to the truth.
Not common in the theater
since the 17th century,
masques
aspired to treat mythical and allegorical subjects, the very stuff of the imagination you would think most required
language, without using any dialogue
at all. Instead masques employed all
the other tactics of theatre to beguile
and enchant an audience: action,
scenery, costume, music, dance, light
and shadow, noise and silence.
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Several great English authors
wrote masques for their noble patrons.
John Dryden and John Milton come
readily to mind. The nobility, the only
folk who could afford such amusement, threw open the gardens and
grounds of their great houses as stages
for the masques. They were site-specific theatrical extravaganzas.
And now Dogtroep has revived
this old plaything of a rural aristocracy
and re-fashioned it for the delight of
the urban masses. All the materials of
the scenery for Camelgossip III seemed
to have been scavenged from Maxwell
Street. (Not a bad way for that old
marketplace to be remembered. It provided amusement and value for generations of Chicagoans. This summer the
University of Illinois-Chicago succeeded in closing Maxwell Street to make
way for new university buildings.) The
"curtain" rose - or, rather, carne
down- when several loads of laundry
were removed from clotheslines running the length of the ramp mentioned in the first paragraph of this
memoir. Then an "overture" began
with the sound of shoveling gravel.
Soon, not only cabinets but bicycles
and buckets and garbage bags were
swinging through the air. Most of the
time, most of the actors wore the
armor of fire fighters. An atmosphere
of danger, crisis, and emergency permeated every episode.
Dogtroep seems to be perfecting
a form of theatre that is adequate to

Notes on PoetsEugene Dubnov teaches at Jerusalem
College for Women. His poems and
short stories have been published in
periodicals in Russia, Fance, Canada,
USA, Germany and Israel.
Jack Ledbetter, a familiar name for
Cresset readers, teaches in the English
Department at California Lutheran
University. His list of poetry publications is long, and he has also published
numerous articles on reading literature.
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the histrionics of daily life on late
twentieth century urban sites. These
actors come from Amsterdam where
they began Dogtroep twenty years ago.
Amsterdam is a city friendly to the arts,
but notable for placid facades looming
over labyrinths of feculent canals, a
Venice for Puritans. It is the heart of a
country where a person might cut off
an ear in the agon of painting a picture. Some of the other cities in which
Dogtroep has performed, or will perform-Berlin , Seville, Johannesburg,
Saravejo-figure in the nightmares of
our
time.
Dada,
Surreal,
Postrnodern-such terms may apply to
some precincts in Dogtroep's terrain
but most of it remains unlabeled.
Dogtroep staged its masque at
the new Skyline theatre on the renovated Navy Pier. The theatre seats
1,500 people. A vault forty or fifty feet
high composed of some ivory spaceage polymer is supposed to shelter the
audience from the worst of Chicago's
weather and that, no doubt, inspired
Doegtroep to bring in the "rain" and
make it part of the show. The sides
remain open to breezes off the lake
and afford pleasant views of Shedd
Aquarium, the harbor and beaches,
and the skyline of Michigan Avenue.
Dogtroep endeavored to use eve..!}'_
cubic inch of the space not occupied
by the audience and very nearly succeeded. The construction-site milieu
the designers contrived seemed a mere
extension of the concrete forms and
steel-reinforcing rods that lay all about
the Pier which was still undergoing
renovation during the Festival. At various times musicians appeared and disappeared through invisible doors that
opened onto balconies and catwalks.
They played everything from bicycle
wheels to bass fiddles (the latter in the
rain, yet, marking the lengths-or
depths-to which Dogtroep will go.)
Another participant in the
Festival, the superbly comic British
playwright, Alan Ayckbourn, wrote the
following in an essay he distributed at

his playwriting workshop: "Ideas aren't
something you get, ideas come. You
hope. Sometimes they don't come . . .
But assuming they do (Please God they
do) ideas sometimes take recognising.
They don't always present themselves
announcing, hallo here I am, a great
new play. The more interesting ones
don't. Sometimes they're so elusive, so
intangible that if you dare talk about
them, they're gone. You don't even
dare touch them . You leave them
where they are and hope one day
they'll grow and gather definition.
Then again, sometimes they sit there
yelling at you, demanding to be
noticed." ("A Crash Course in
Playwriting.")
It's hard to imagine two theatre
practitioners more dissimilar than
Alan Ayckbourn and Dogtroep. The
experience of such difference is a
great benefit conferred upon Chicago
by the International Theatre Festival.
Each of Ayckbourn's well-made plays
grows from his orderly cogitating on
theme, plot, characterization, and dialog. He courts his muse through rituals
evolved over a lifetime spent among
the conventions in realistic theatre,
conventions for which he has a deep
and honest affection . However, the
rnasquers of Dogtroep also live and
work in the realm of elusive, intangible, and fragile ideas which they grow
into definition. But plot, characterization and dialog are not their forms for
expressing those ideas. Rather they
select forms from the material world
which we all inhabit, and as their imagination engages ours, we see together
that what before bounded and
cramped us, what we thought of as
merely useful, may also be vital,
humorous, and beautiful.
Now--get yourself a microphone
and small speaker, a flashing red or
blue light like you see on an ambulance, and thirty feet or so of
polyvinylchloride pipe. Using only
these materials, make a camel. CJ
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Robert W. Funk, Roy Hoover, and The
Jesus Seminar, The Five Gospels. The
Search for the Authentic Words of Jesus.
New York: Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1994,$30.00.
Those who delight in the Word
of God and who meditate on it day
and night (to paraphrase only slightly
Psalm 1:2) have ample reason to know
that the sayings of Jesus recorded in
the canonical Gospels do not always
represent the exact words Jesus spoke
during his earthly ministry. One can
easily notice, especially when comparing one Gospel with another, that the
Biblical authors exhibit a remarkable
freedom in transmitting the words of
Jesus by introducing variations, adaptations, amplifications, even transpositions of his sayings. This circumstance
has intrigued careful Bible readers
from the very beginning, and it continues to exercise it fascination upon
readers to this day, both upon devout
saints and upon determined skeptics.
This much-publicized work of the selfstyled Jesus Seminar is a prime example of the latter.
The scholars of the Jesus
Seminar set out to answer the basic
question: ''What did Jesus really say?"
Thus their interest lies not so much in
what the Gospels say as it does in what
the Jesus behind the Gospels is likely
to have said. The not so subtle presupposition of that quest is the well-worn,
indeed thread-bare notion that the
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Gospels themselves are not a trustworthy record of what Jesus "really" said.
These scholars like to present themselves as being more reliable guides as
to what Jesus "really" said than were
the Biblical eyewitnesses who staked
their lives on the truth of their witness.
The eyewitnesses, the oral tradition to
which they gave birth, and its distillation in our written canonical Gospels
are suspect because they remember
Jesus' sayings not as he "really" said
them, but with a self-serving (and
therefore distorted, even faulty) memory to buttress their own nascent
Christian faith.
Their address to that question
begins with a fresh translation of the
Gospels, designed "to produce in the
American reader an experience comparable to that of the first listeners."
They "abandon the context of polite
religious discourse suitable for a
Puritan parlor and reinstate the common street language of the original."
Thus, they "desacralize terms that in
the original were common and secular" and that translators have often
given "an unwarranted sacred dimension." It is a translation, as they boast,
which "is free of ecclesiastical and religious control," "not bound by the dictates of church councils," and
"authorized by (the participating)
scholars."
One will have to live with the
resulting translation for a while, but it
is apparent that they often come up
with some noteworthy renderings; for
example, "Anyone with two good ears
had better listen!" "Since when do the
able-bodied need a doctor? It's the
sick who do!" Also, there is great
merit translating, as they do, the Greek
imperfect with the English narrative
present. However, I have a harder
time with some of their other translations. So, for example, translating the
"Son of Man" as the "son of Adam" forfeits the intended eschatological and
messianic character of the term. And
it will not do to translate the term
"Blessed" in the beatitudes with the
term"Congratulations"(e.g.,
"Congratulations to the poor in spiri tl "), for that replaces a word of gracious benediction with a word of
praise for achievement.

The answer which the Jesus
Seminar finally gives to their question,
''What did Jesus really say?" is that only
about 1/5 of the sayings which the
canonical Gospels ascribe to Jesus may
in fact be ascribed to the "real" Jesus;
the other 4/5 of his sayings in these
sources are the product of the early
Church, whether at the stage of the
oral tradition or at the final stage of
the written Gospels. This relatively
meager fund of "authentic" sayings
from the canonical Gospels is then
supplemented with additional
"authentic" sayings gleaned from the
non-canonical Gospel of Thomas, a
document discovered in 1945 in Egypt.
(Hence the title of their publication,
The Five Gospels.)
What warrants such a radical
reduction in the number of "authentic" words ofJesus?
There is, first of all, a very wooden definition of what constitutes an
authentic saying. Only that may be
considered what Jesus "really" said
which by the most acid test count as
Jesus' ipsissima verba. Any hint that a
narrative might be quoting Jesus "to
the effect that..." is excluded from
authenticity. Thus, for example, Jesus
is credited with instructing his disciples to pray to "Our Father;" but he is
denied that form of address in his own
prayer to God in the Garden of
Gethsemane the night before his cruciftxion, on the grounds that there were
no waking witnesses to his prayer.
Again, although Jesus is credited with
speaking of the Kingdom of God (regularly translated as God's imperial
rule), the Jesus Seminar could not with
certainty attribute the parables of the
Kingdom in Mark 4 and Matthew 13 to
Jesus, and denied to Jesus altogether
the summary statements in Mark 1:15
and Matthew 4:17.
Secondly, there is operative in
the Jesus Seminar a prior notion of
who the "real" Jesus was. The "real"
Jesus was not one who looked forward
to a future intervention of God in history, whether such intervention be
nearer or more remote; and he most
emphatically did not regard himself in
any sense as a messiah. The Jesus
Seminar portrays Jesus as a wandering
laconic sage. In that interest they
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excise from the lips of Jesus all eschatological sayings which refer to the
coming of God or to the End-time
judgment, as well as all hints of amessianic mission. All such sayings are
either retrograde or regressive, or are
the result of a creatively imaginative
oral tradition in the pre-literary
church. Sayings of an apocalyptic
nature on the lips of Jesus reflect the
disciples' "poor understanding" of
Jesus, while the "early Christian community allowed its own triumphant
faith to explode in (Christological)
confessions that were retrospectively
attributed to Jesus, its authority figure."
I find it astonishing to read all
this in a work that represents itself as a
responsible piece of scholarship. The
Five Gospels reads like a chapter out of
the 19th century quest of the historical
Jesus; indeed, the work is dedicated to,
among others, "David Friedrich
Strauss, who pioneered the quest of
the historical Jesus." But the Jesus
Seminar has seemingly learned very little from Albert Schweitzer's critique of
Strauss and the quest which he
launched, even though they cite his
famous work. Schweitzer showed that
this quest succeeded only in projecting
its own shifting liberal image of Jesus
on to a succession of scholarly screens.
Yet the Jesus Seminar, despite the caution of their final general rule against
"finding a Jesus entirely congenial to
you," constructs a Jesus who is eminently congenial to the liberal, determined skeptic. Despite the uniform
and persistent evidence of the Gospels,
their wandering laconic sage issues no
divine call to repentance, offers no
divine forgiveness, requires no worship
of heart and life. For them also, as for
the authors of the 19th century liberal
lives of Jesus whom Schweitzer critiqued, the search for the Jesus behind
0 Walter Keller is a member of the
Department of Theology at VU. He
teaches a number of courses in the
New Testament.
0 Pamela Fickenscher is completing her doctorate in theology at
Vanderbilt Divinity School.
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the Gospels proves elusive, not to say
misleading.
One cannot help wondering
whether the scholars of the Jesus
Seminar have not fallen prey to the fallacy of evaluating a person solely on
the basis of their ipsissima verba. My
parents are not simply the sum total of
what they actually said; they are also
what my sisters and I recall them to
have been and said. Every person is a
complex of intention and effect, of a
private and a public persona, of selfunderstanding and the impressions of
others. Even academics evaluate, and
write recommendations for, students
to help form a profile of who their students really are. It seems not only
archaic but willful to insist that the
"real" Jesus must be reconstructed
apart from all impression he left on
those most devoted to him.
The fundamental difficulty I have
with this book is that it perpetuates the
false dichotomy between the Jesus of
history and the Christ of faith. That a
distinction needs to be made is a commonplace of all Gospel scholarship,
precisely to preserve the mystery that is
the person ofJesus. But then to assert
that this distinction hides a basic discrepancy between the two, that the
church smothers (and thereby distorts) the Jesus of history with the
Christ of faith, and that these then justify a scholarly rescue operation of disengaging the Jesus of history from the
Christ of faith in such a way that the
Christ of faith is in no way a part of the
"real" Jesus-these simply proceed
from a set of commitments wholly different from those in the community of
the faithful. Conspicuous by its
absence in The Five Gospels is any positive assessment of the resurrection, or
at least of that experience which the
early disciples had of the crucified
Jesus which they then described in the
language of the absolute metaphor of
the resurrection. The same Jesus who
had been crucified was now once more
alive. This New Testament evidence is
simply consigned uncritically to irrelevance as myth and dismissed. But it is
relevant in at least two ways to the task
of reconstructing what Jesus really
said. First, the Jesus of whom the

Gospels speak is not simply the Jesus
who for the disciples once was, but he
must now also be regarded as the Jesus
who for the disciples once again is.
And second, if Jesus is once more
alive, then the memory of the disciples
is not self-serving memory, but memory now in a position to see more
explicitly what had earlier been
unclear and hidden because then it
was still deeply implicit. Thus the
apostolic memory will not be understood as covering up the "real" Jesus,
but rather as uncovering further
dimensions of the real Jesus for the
first time, and as discovering greater
depths of the mystery that is the person ofJesus. And what to scholars with
the skeptical commitments of the Jesus
Seminar must appear inauthentic
because they cannot see them as the
ipsissima verba of Jesus can now appear
to be instructively authentic Jesus-sayings, precisely because the real Jesus,
crucified but now risen, granted the
early apostles remarkable freedom for
the lively transmission of his words
with all their variations, adaptations,
amplifications,and even transpositions.
Walter E. Keller

John Ashton, Understanding the Fourth
Gospel. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1993, $29.95.
Carol Newsom and Sharon Ringe, eds.,
The Women's Bible Commentary.
Louisville: John Knox Press, 1992,
$23.00.
My Hebrew instructor, a young
PhD. candidate, used to answer our
questions about the more obscure
points of grammar with a frank, "I
don't know." In fact, he sometimes
went on to admit, "There probably is
someone who does know, but I'll bet
he wears a lot of polyester, so if I were
you, I wouldn't worry about it too
much."
Anyone who has strayed too far
into the stacks of old-guard biblical
scholarship knows the type of which
my instructor speaks, And it is precisely these dusty volumes of incredibly
The Cresset

detailed, (and frankly rather dry) studNevertheless, The Women's Bible
ies of biblical writings that make most
Commentary is not intended for an
lay people believe that biblical studies audience of specialists. Its editors
are well beyond their ken. At its best,
make clear in their introductions that
common wisdom has it, such scholar- it is intended for all readers of the
ship has its place- usually far away Bible who are concerned about womfrom the local parish. At worst, it is the
en's place in the scriptures. It is a comembodiment of scientific objectivity mentary by women, about women, and
gone amuck, sucking the soul out of at least in part for women. The plural
the sacred.
is chosen intentionally, because its ediThe last twenty years, however,
tors admit that there is no one "womhave brought a number of develop- an's" perspective. Although most of its
ments that have at least partially shat- contributors would have little trouble
tered this image of biblical scholars.
calling themselves feminist, there is no
Computer analyses now make it easier assumption that all its readers will
for persons of a less meticulous sort to identify with a feminist agenda. For
do the kind of linguistic study that example Gail O'Day, much to her
once had to be laboriously done "by credit, offers at the end of her comhand" (such as counting the occur- mentary of John one of the best (and
rences of a particular pronoun in the
briefest) explanations why exclusive
book of Mark). Thanks to an explo- use of Father language for God is
sion in methodology, the ancient texts · problematic for feminists. The lVBC is
can be examined through the lenses of not intended to be an exhaustive comliterary theory, sociology, and anthro- mentary, but each chapter is intropology. And finally, liberation move- duced with a brief summary of the
ments within the Church have begun content, origins, and major themes of
to ask questions "from the margins." the book in question. The bulk of the
The interpretations of Third World commentaries then deal with women
women are being sought and pub- characters, feminine imagery and
lished. No longer can a scholar claim issues pertaining to the lives of ancient
to read "objectively," unaffected by the and modern women.
Also to their credit, the authors
interests of race, sex, and class.
One need only glance at the put forth a positive, hopeful outlook
membership of the Society of Biblical for women who read the scriptures.
Literature to see the most striking While there is plenty of reason for
change the last 20 years, namely the women to feel beaten down by much
presence of women. The Women's Bible of what the biblical record does and
Commentary is thus something of a hall- doesn't say, this commentary leaves the
mark, for 20 years ago there simply reader with a sense that women are
weren't enough women in the field to
not at the mercy of the text. Indeed, as
put a volume like this together. Today faithful readers, they are in some sense
however, there are enough female
responsible for it.
scholars to cover every book of the
All of this, of course, paints a very
Bible and still have room to exclude a different picture of what biblical scholfew big names such as Phyllis Trible arship is up to, a picture which seems
and Elisabeth SchiiBler-Fiorenza. The incongruent with the work of John
volume represents the accomplish- Ashton of Oxford. Reading his work
ment of the hope of Frances Willard, on John's gospel, it is not surprising
who in the nineteenth century urged
that The Women's Bible Commentary was
"young women of linguistic talent" to
hailed with some alarm by the British
take up biblical scholarship "in the
press. Ashton certainly has the weight
interest of their sex" (xiii). Thus, while
of academic tradition on his side in his
Elizabeth Cady Stanton's The Woman's decision to write a book which will be
read primarily by other scholars, and
Bible of 1895 was hardly scholarly in the
traditional sense of the word, the aca- perhaps an occasional daring pastor.
demic credentials of its 1992 successor His work is meticulous, clearly written,
can hardly be questioned.
and thorough, including a 100-page
October 1994

overview of the last 100 years of
Johannine scholarship. This book is
not for the faint of heart, but neither is
it inaccessible to an ambitious lay reader.
In brief, Ashton is writing primarily in dialogue with Bultmann, whom
he clearly views as the most important
figure in modern Johannine scholarship. While he pays great homage to
Bultmann, however, Ashton also concludes that "every answer Bultmann
gives to the really important questions
he raises-is wrong" ( 45). He then
proceeds to address Bultmann's two
"riddles," the first from a historical
perspective, the second from an
exegetical perspective. The book is
arranged thematically rather than in
commentary form, but Ashton does at
points illustrate his argument with
"excurses" which are formulated more
like traditional commentary on specific pericopes.
Ashton is not completely
untouched by contemporary concerns,
insofar as he grapples with the gospels
antagonism against "the Jews." Ashton
offers no easy solutions to either the
intention of the term nor the source of
the hostility. His concern, however, is
more with the conflict's basis in community history than in the response of
contemporary Christians who find the
gospel authoritative. Therein lies a primary difference between Ashton's
work and his counterparts in the WBC.
Though Ashton structures the
entire latter half of the book around
Bultmann's two riddles, he concludes
that this division is in the end a false
dichotomy; the revelatory message of
the text cannot be extracted from the
book's historical origins. "The medium is the message" ( 499). An alarmingly simple conclusion to reach after
nearly 500 pages, but perhaps a
blessed one. Ashton and his feminist
counterparts are at least unanimous
on one point-however ancient and
seemingly obscure, the biblical texts
themselves continue to engage their
readers in challenging, life-long conversation.
Pam Fickenscher
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